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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
B.T. Roberts, the spriitual forefather of all Free Methodists
and the first bishop of the church "born of necessity" in 1860, was a
man in the lineage of John Wesley the spiritual forefather of Methodism
and Francis Asbury the first bishop of American Methodism..

Bishop

Roberts was convinced that being a success does not come by chance in
the work of the Lord..

He wrote in his book,

~

works for God never loses the fruit of his labors.
beyond the range of possibility .. "

1

.2£ ~' "He who

Failure is clearly

This same positive approach is

given in the call of Peter and Andrew as Jesus said, "Follow Me, and I
will make you fishers of men" (Matthew 4:19)..
success!

This is a promise of

And reading further we find Jesus saying to Simon Peter, "Do

not fear, from now on you will be catching men" (Luke 5:10).,

Jesus tells

His disciples that His doctrines will be unpopular and provoke the deepest opposition, yet there will be such a divine fascination attending
faithful preaching that men shall be dra1rm to Christ and caught by :i.t.
Then Mr .. Roberts goes on to say that the success of a minister
does not consist in drawing a large congregation, or building a large
and beautiful church building or paying for it, or even in obtaining

1Benjamin T. Roberts, Fishers of Men (1892, published by

B.T. Roberts, Rochester, New York), p:-1~

2

Ibid .. , p .. 19 ..

2

2

large contributions for benevolent purposes.

As important as these are,

they are not peculiar to the one called of God to labor for the salvation
of souls..

But the successful minister is the one who is successful in

saving souls .. 3
But if one fails in edifying the body of Christ-..- that is·· the
building up the church by the conversion of sinners and the perfecting of saints--his ministry is a lamentable failure.. \rJhatever he thinks--whatever men may say, God writes him down as a
failure. 4
In the above quote from Mr. Roberts he has defined the task of evangelism much more fu1.1y than many people define it..

Evangelism is not just

the initial work of leading a sinner to take the first steps of confes-.
sion and cleansing from sin and then inviting the Lord Jesus to take
control of that life..

For evangelism involves the past, present, and

future of the person being saved.

The Word of God is applied to the

past so that the life is set free in redemption from sin and misery

through confession and cleansing.

And it must be sustained in the pre-

sent by the application of the \.Jord for the enjoyment of inner peace and
joy in a right relationship with God through Jesus Christ dwelling in the
heart by faith.

Also the Word of God needs proper and continued appli-

cation so there is faithfulness unto death bringing ultimate victory
over sin and death for all eternity..

Salvation is not complete as long

as we live in "this body of death .. 11

Therefore evangelism is a lifelong

3 Ibid., p., 13.

4

Ibid., p .. 14.

3
process.

is in this broader

out this

ect, for

person:

t~

that

is defined
and central task of the

and soul

culmina

in full sanctification$

THE PROBLEr1

The problem of this study Has (l) to examine th.e factors Hhich
have

the Madras Free l1ethodist Chu:r·ch to its pre.sent
, and then (2) with the
to propose sorne

task of

an.d rnet11od:3

of church
\vhich the

ir1 Iviadra.s and Jefferson County,

which 'dould then have v1ider

and

1

could be

for church

Churches without a sense of purpose and clear-cut
which

work will sometimes show evidence of
be

to Christ, but

still or

Some

tion is

and there \·Jill
such a church is

believe that a congrega-

whenever there are programs

for all ages Hhich are >:Jell attended ano. when there is an
ing and all the financial demands are
and overseas mission.se

met

denominational

As Donald McGavran states,

on activities which may
Hany churches feel they are
sometime or other lead to church
cornfortable in the belief that their efforts will

4
growth.. VJhether or not activities lead to growth right now
really doesn't matter. Once a church gets saddled with this
attitude, it is almost certain not to grow.5
The difference between churches and ministers who are not "catching men" and growing and those who are is simply that the former are not
trusting the Word of God but are accepting the principles and advice of
men.

Therefore the purpose of this study shall be to focus on reasons

for growth, believing that what is applicable to a
have general application to other churches.

~~rticular

church will

By looking at the church

growth potential of the area served by the Madras Free Methodist Church
and applying those principles from Scripture of successful church growth,
then the potential for other churches and communities and the methods of
applying these principles can better be seen.
Limitations of the Study
A clear factor of delimitation is suggested by the title of this
study, "A Projected GrovJth Strategy for the Madras Free Hethodist Church .. If
This project and title was chosen because of the interest of the writer
in church growth and also the desire to study and apply church grm.;th
principles to a specific congregation which would then have wider application to other congregations.,

Thus the idea was to move from the thea-

retical to the practical and back to the theoretical in application.
Also the writer being the pastor of this congregation had definite
interest in seeing this congregation grow, and he had access to much
information that was more readily available because of his position of

5 nonald A.. NcGavran & 1tJin c.. Arn, How to Grov1 a Church (1973,
Gospel Light Publications, Glendale, California), pp. 43-44.

5

The

vJas also

jects such as Home Bible Studies (
a Church Bus
had

E3et

several major

pro-

groups), visitation

, and through the elected Church Grovrth Committee

major

for the next three years.

the denomin-

ation and the Oregon Annual Conference had also come increased
on church growth as well&

In cooperation with the needs and direction.s

of the denomination, the Oregon Conference, and the Jvladras Free iv!ethodis t
Church, this

v;as limited.

to be studies and

Thus not ev·ery facet of church growth was

, but only those that the writer

voices clamor for

(l)

movement.

but

among leaders of

Host agree that churches grovJ in three vJay.s:

cal growth from within the church

, (2) transfeT grovJth

from one congregation to another of people c·Jho a.re

(3) conversion

aE;

in the field of church

some common understanding of terms have found
the church

Ga\·J

Christian, and

as people come to knovJ Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior

and are added to the

Whenever these terms are used in this

project, the above definitions
used in this paper as a

At the same time, church

of the larger definition of

defined in the introduction on page 2 of this
of the total

as is

Church growth j_s a

and is confined to factors that lead

to measurable growth, especially as given in the above three 'days.
means the writer is not willing to

is

a definition of

can only narrov1ly be defined by the term: church

This
that

At the same time

the principles of church growth are welcomed as tools of measurement in
appropriate areas \tJhen such definitions are needed®

6
Since the writer is a convinced evangelical and an ordained elder
in the Free Methodist Church by choice, the theology underlying this
study was from a systematic and Biblical viewpoint consistent with the
Articles of Religion and Church Covenant of the Free Methodist Church as
an expression of what is termed 1;Jesleyan thelology..

Thus the vJri ter

accepts the authority of the Bible as God 1 s \·lord and traditional doctrines
of the Church that are considered today as conservative and evangelical
by the denominations within the National Association of Evangelicals.,
This position had a definite effect on the writer's sense of urgency in
the rna tter of church growth and who vias considered among those to be
reached by the Church in this study.,

The New American Standard Bible is

the version quoted in all references, unless otherwise noted.
Assumptions of the Studjr
Some churches and some members of congregations are not convinced
that churches are meant to grow..

Others by their vlords say they believe

that churches should grow but they are either unwilling to !!pay the
price" for growth or are not prepared spiritually to do the vwrk God has
called them to do..

Acts 11:22-24 says about Barnabas that he "began to

encourage them all with a resolute heart to remain true to the Lord;
for he was a good man, and full of the Holy Spirit and of faith..
considerable numbers were brought to the Lord .. "

And

This suggests .. tbe ,neoes-·

sj_ty of looking at the situation of Madras Free Hethodist Church with
eyes of faith, seeing in the comn1unity the potential of bringing in the
thousands who do not have a saving relationship \·Ji th the Lord Jesus Christ ..

7
Then comes the knowledge that as the Apostle Paul said, "I have become
all things to all men, that I may by all means save somell (I Corinthians
9:22).

The Madras Free Methodist Church must likewise come to this posi-

tion for there is no more urgent task or more important task than that of
evangelism ..

The very purpose for the church's existence is to be the

means of saving some.
Church growth is biblical..

In contrast to the affairs of men in

the world where sometimes even the best efforts fail, with God failure
is beyond the range of possibility.
of success in His \IJord...

God gives the strongest assurance

Jesus said to Peter and AndrevJ, "FollO\v He,

and I i·dll make you fishers of inen" (Matthew 4:19)..

And in the story

in Luke, chapter 5, the disciples again learned to trust completely the
Vlord.

Jesus said to Peter, Hfut out into the deep water and let down

your nets for a catch" (5 :4)..

And he answered, "JI.'iaster, we worked hard

all night and caught nothing, but at Your bidding I will let down the
netsll (5:5)..

They caught so many fish that they called a nearby boat,

and both of them had to get to land before they sank with so great a
catch..

Then when they had brought their boats to land, they left every-

thing and followed Jesus..

His words then are significant,

11

Do not fear,

from now on you will be catching men 11 (Luke 5:10).
From the day of Pentecost

~1hen

the Church was endued with pmver

from on high and "about three thousand soulsn were baptized and added
to the fellowship of the redeemed, the church grev! rapidly and was scattered around the world (Acts 2)..

Since it '.vas an important Jewish holy

8
day and Jews were gathered there from

11

every nation under heaven 11 (Acts

2:5), when these devout people returned home they immediately shared the
good ne>vs of Christ and churches sprang into existence in communities
every where..

And the Church continued to grmi as Acts 5:14 records,

"And all the more believers in the Lord, multitudes of men and women
were constantly added to their number. 11

Again in Acts 6:1 as a part of

introducing a problem it says, "Now at this time while the disciples
Were increasing in number "

o

e

m I!

Then a significant change occured in the expansion of the church
as at Antioch the culture barrier was crossed as laymen began to preach
Christ to Greeks also ..

Acts 11:20-21 reads, nBut there were some of

them, men of Cyprus and Cyrene, \vho came to Antioch and began speaking
to the Greeks also, preaching the Lord Jesus.,

And the hand of the Lord

\vas with them, and a large number who believed turned to the Lord. 11
Soon the apostles in Jerusalem heard about this irregularity and sent
Barnabas to check on it..

There Barnabas found a growing church that

soon was too much for him to handle alone, and he vJent to ':I'arsus to
get Saul..

Together they labored "for an entire year" and "taught

considerable numbers 11 (Acts 11 :26) ..
Churches are meant to grow..

The fact that church grovJth is taught

throughout the Holy Scriptures means not only that i t is biblical, but
God meant for churches to grow.,

In r1atthew 16:18-19 our Lord says,

• ., ., upon this rock I will build My church; and the gates
of Hades shall not overpower it.. I will give you the keys of
the kingdom of heaven; and whatever you shall bind on earth

9
shall have been bound in heaven, and whatever you shall loose
on earth shall have been
in heaven ..
but its

of

This is a

to

includes reeogniti.on that the fortress of the devil is

who have been baptized with the Holy Spirit and with

attack by

is far deeper than just that the

And the

is

and that these "earthen ves-

entrusted to Christians to be

sels" hold within their power the secret of the kingdom of God so that
news are released to

those who hear and receive the
Jesus is Lord and to join the
the battle we
the

is

chorus!

that

It also

that

forces :ln high

t

and that

to assault the fortress of Sa tan vii th

of Christ is

power from on high

the rescue of those 1tJho earnestly des:ire

to be rescued from the grasp of the evil one.,
it) as i t

The Great Commission (or Final Commission as some

them

is recorded :ln Matthew 28:18-20 is directed to believers 9

them, and to teach them

and power to make

"to observe all that I have commanded you; and lo, I am with you
even to the end of the age" (28:20).,
sion, Jesus promised His

In Acts

1:8~

just bef<:)re His ascenshall receive

gathered there,

power when the Holy Spirit has come upon you; and you shall be My witnesses both in Jerusalem, and in all Judea and Samaria, and even to the
remotest

of the

of the earth .. "

'l'his related to Ma tthe>v 2lt:

shall be preached in the whole

to all the nations, and thfm the end shall come$ 11

~twrld

~

"And this

for a witness

The concern for those

lost in sin and alienated from God should begin with agonizing prayer

10

from the hearts of the people in Madras Free l'-1ethodist Church that His
Church may be built through the power of the Holy Spirit.

And we go for-

'.'!ard in the battle knowing that Christ has already defeated the adversary
at Calvary, and in faith believing that God is giving us success!
DEFINITION OF TERMS
In order to better communicate, there needs to be a clarification
of what is meant by certain terms used, and so the following definitions
are given;
Church Growth
This refers to a concept of evangelism which includes concern and
prayer for enlisting people for Christ, incorporating them into existing
churches so these churches increase numerically, and also to the process
of planting new congregations, all under the leadership of the Holy Spirit.
Sect
This is a Christian denomination that is narrow or bigoted so as
to be exclusive in the matter of dechristianizing other churches and
claiming to be the "only true church. 11
Cult
A non-christian religious organization or system of worship of a
deity \...rhich denies traditional or orthodox viecvs on the Bible, Creation,
the deity of Christ, the one God, the Trinity, the Holy Spirit, and the
Church, which may even seek recognition as a Christian body or denomination.

11

Liberal
A Christian or pseudo-christian who is not bound by orthodox beliefs
about God, Christ, the Holy Spirit, the Bible, or salvation, especially
pertaining to those who deny some or most evangelical tenets and support
the National and \rJorld Council of Churches.
Evangelical
A Christian adhering to conservative or moderate religious views
vJho holds traditional or orthodox beliefs about the Bible, God, Christ,
the Holy Spirit, salvation, and the Church, basing his theology on the
Bible as the Word of God.
Graded irJorship
An attempt to conduct worship according to the age level, especially
referring to children's church organized for children primarily apart
from worship for adults and youth based on the concept that children are
unable to worship properly in the regular service of worship in churches.
Society Nee.ting
An official business meeting of a local congregation of the Free
Methodist Church with the pastor normally presiding, composed of all full
members of the church who are present as voting members ..
Official Board
Elected officials of the local congregation of the Free Methodist
Church (paragraph 402 of the Discipline) with the pastor normally presiding, which body is amenable to the Society meeting.

12

Annual Conference
All pastors who are full members and all elected lay delegates
(paragraphs 1+05-1+27 of the ~isci;eline) in an area designated by the
General Conference, who gather at least annually to conduct the business
of the churches in the geographical area as defined by the Disci;eline.
General Conference
The legislative body of the Free Methodist Church with offices in
Winona lake, Indiana, that meets at least once in five years, producing
the Disci;eline or manual of the denomination.
l'1ETHODS OF PROCEDURE

Before attempting to present a solution, the framework within
which the problem is researched must be established, along \vith the
methods and techniques for gathering dataG
Stat~ment

of Organization

To see the growth potential of Madras Free Methodist Church, the
community \vi thin which it is located was analyzed in relation to the
growth of population.

Along \vi th this an analysis was made of community

groups and classes of people, the churches of the area, and the types
of constituencies served by these churches..

Then the Hadras Free Meth-

odist Church i tsedf was analyzed especially noting the denomi.na tional
framework and its relationship with the Madras church, what patterns of
pastoral leadership have been present over the years to help or hinder
growth, the leadership that wa,s presently found in the congregation,

13
and the organizations that make up the present picture in relation to
church growth.

Once this analysis was complete in relation to the past

and present, then the future growth potential was undertaken including
specific programs of church growth.
Research for the Project
Sources for finding the population growth and potential included
the Jefferson County Library, the Chamber of Commerce in Madras, and
the school offices in

r~dras

and Culver.

Sources for analyzing the

Madras Free Methodist Church included denominational yearbooks, information in official records from the church office, and data volunteered
from longtime members.

The present facilities were analyzed in relation

to recommended ratios for the number of people for the classroom space
provided in the present arrangement, and how facilities might be rearranged
to care for the increased attendance based on the goals set by the Church
Growth Committee.

Programs presently carried on by the congregation for

all age groups were analyzed according to the needs and goals of the
congregation, especially in relation to organizing for church grmvth.
IVfuch of this information was charted and was included with this study,
and it was referred to in the appropriate sections of this study ..
Growth Potential and Summary
The growth potential of the Madras Free Methodist Church was analyzed
based upon the available data and a reorganization was proposed for growth
based on the application of church growth principles.

The availability

of the necessary leadership and the willingness of the congregation to

14
"pay the price" for growth were analyzed as objectively as possible.
Growth does not come automatically nor just because of desire aside
from the vwrk that is necessarily involved..

Leadership must be moti-

vated for growth, the proper methods must be employed, and responsive
areas must be seen and cultivated to reap a harvest.

Donald l'icGavran

puts it this way,
If a church is preaching the good news of God's pov1er to
needy people, if it is concerned about church growth, if it
is thinking about church growth, if it is ;eraying about church
growth, if it enlists people in the growth of the church, there
is no reason why it shouldn't grow. You see, God \vants HifJ
lost children to be found. (italics his)6
There is no doubt but that Hadras Free Methodist Church has the
potential for growth, and has

sho~tm

growth in recent decades..

But

whether the plans of the Ghurch Growth Committee and those presented
by the writer in this study will become a reality rather than empty
dreams is to be determined by the congregation and its leadership.
These are definite plans proposed to the Society meeting and Official
Board.

They need to be debated, modified, and accepted, and then put

into effect just as the church did in building the present facility.
And the results can be just as tangible as seeing a building take
shape only in a greater measure, for people are v10rth more than any
immaterial object such as a building.

God is building His Church,

and the concern of this writer is that Madras Free Hethodist Church
will catch a vision of its potential, and then go out and \'IOrk for it!

6

Ibid., p. 4 ..

15
CHAPI'ER II
ANALYSIS OF THE COrilifJUNITY
Central Oregon vJas not settled at all in 1855 v1hen the Warm
Springs Reservation was created..

The community of Warm Springs \vhich

dates from this time is thus the first permanent town in Jefferson
County, although it could not be classified as incorporated even today.
The Warm Springs Reservation, totaling more than 560,000 acres, covers
much of Jefferson and

~'Iasco

Counties..

Bands of the \rJalla \r!alla, v/asco,

and Paiute Indian Tribes are all members today of the Confederated
Tribes and in Jefferson County number over 1,800 persons.
maintain much of their

Okm

They still

culture and train their children in Indian

ways, although junior high and high school students are bused to Madras.
The first white settlement vJas the Hay Creek Ranch east of
Nadras \·Jhich in its heyday employed over 100 men..

A range \'!'ar behveen

cattlemen and sheepmen erupted in 190Lr which decimated the ranch and it
deteriorated after that.

Then by 1909 the railroad race through central

Oregon along the Deschutes River "Jas the scene of much excitement. 7 By

1914 Jefferson County was carved out of Crook County \vith Culver at first
the county seat$

But in 1915 Nadras received the county seat by popular

election and has remained so until it became the "natural 71 population
center of the county.

8

7smaller Communities Services Program, Jefferson County Oregon

(1969, State of Oregon, Department of Employment, Salem). p. 10.
8Ibid.,, p. 11.
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Early population growth because of free land was soon reversed
by drouth and the population of the county decreased to 2,042 by
1940 with Madras claiming only 412 residents..

lfFrom the regular decen-

nial census, it appears there was a 50 per cent population loss (from
4,000 to 2,000) during the 20-year period between 1920 and 1940. 119
Most of the farms of the area >•!ere than abandoned and the county was
dotted with vacant buildings.

In the mid-1940's came the beginning of

an influx of construction workers and farmers as the irrigation project
long promised ·was inaugurated..
and

19L~8

The net result was that between 1943

the county population tripled..

In the mid-1950's a second

water conservation project was begun with the Pelton Dam project and in
the mid-1960 1 s a similar increase vii th the Round Butte Dam project.
Fifty thousand acres of irrigated land forms the largest source of
employment in the county.
about

Of a total of 1,147,520 acres in the county

L~3 per cent or almost 500,000 acres are producing farmland. 10

However, in common with national and state trends, the number of farms
has steadily decreased over the past ten years through consolidation.
Seasonal \vorkers

elf

ere generally used in past years, especially people

with Spanish-surnames, but by 1975 the number was so small as to be
almost non-existent..

Major crops in the area were mint, potatoes,

grass seed, hay, grain, and vegetable seeds.

9I·ola
· , .. , p.. 15 •
10
11

Ibid .. , p .. 17.
Ibid .. ' p. 19 ..

11
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Tourism has become the second largest source of income in Jefferson County despite much of it being seasonal..

u.s .

The conversion of tv;o

highways (97 and 26) at Madras and the recreational use of many

areas of the county accounted largely for its growth..

Industries of the

area, especially Warm Springs Forest Products, accounted for a growing
economy.

Also the schools employed over 300 workers, and the government

positions accounted for much remaining employment..

The county population

had not yet reached its peak growth and in 1976 was reported at just
over 9,600 people by the Chamber of Commerce in MRdras.
POPULATION GROWTH
The growth rate of Jefferson County was irregular until after
World War II and was related directly to availability of employment and
land use.
J eJ;.fe_rson County

j.r}

Rel!i t:i.on t9 Ores;op

From 191+0 to the present, Oregon had experienced some of the most
significant population changes in its history.

12

This in turn had also

affected the gro1t1th rate of Madras and Jefferson County ..
County

~O£Ulation s;ro~~h$

From 1940 to 1970 Jefferson County

population grew 318.6 per cent, the highest percentage growth for any
county j_n Oregon..

The numerical growth \vas from 2,042 to 8,548 and

in the last five years over 1,000 more people have been added to the

12

Hans Plambeck, Nan's Activities as Related to Environmental
£B:alit~, The Population of Oregon, 1940 -l970 ('19'757"'"0regon State
University, Corvallis) pp$ 37-90*
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population of the county..

Oregon during this same 30 year period grew

ninety-one point nine per cent to 2,091,385 persons.

The nearby

counties of Deschutes and Crook grew by sixty-three point four per cent
to 30,442 and eighty point five per cent to 9,985 respectively in this
same period of time.

13

There are four major population centers in

central Oregon, and the latest population figures from the 1976
Official Highvmy
Redmond-L~,510,

~·:Tap

are as follows:

and Madras-1, 945..

Bend-16,200, Prineville-4,980,

Redmond and Nadras both developed

large populations just outside the city limits and will probably show
dramatic growth figures a.s they put in city sevier lines and incorporate adjacent P9PUlations ..
Plambeck';s figures are used in Table I

14

for a comparison of the

TABI.JE I
POPULATION GROWTH BY AGE GROUPINGS
FOR JEFFERSON COUNTY, OREGON
1940-1970

Age groupings
Under 5
Ages 5-17
Ages l8-2Lf.
Ages 25-44
Ages 45-64
65 and over

1940

1950

1960

1970

Growth
1940-1970

200
423
261
593
413
152

741
1366
547
1755
906
221

941
2074
537
1858
1338
352

804
2607
696
2057
1841
543

302 .. CY;6
516 .. 3%
166 .. 7}6
246 .. 9%
345 .. 8%
257 .. 276

13 Ibid., p .. 1 ..
14

Ibid.,,pp. 58-910
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age groupings of Jefferson County@
the UsS., Censu.s records..

These came from information given in

The large.st percentage of grm1th i.s obviously in

children and youth ages 5-17ro

Figures given are in agreement with those

given by the school districts.
School J?OP.,ulation growthro

Until 1961 when several school districts

in the county \·Jere merged, there \vas a high school at Vlarm Springs and
a union high school at l\hdras, plus there v1ere a number of grade schools
as independent districts through the year...:i ~ notably at l"'ladras, Netolius,
Ashwood, Opal Springs, Nud

Springs~

Gateway, Harm Springs, and Simnasho,

with the latter two being on the Harm Springs Reservation.

Culver has

through the years had a grade school and a high schoolj and had received
one or two smaller grade schools into that system..

Enrollment for 1976

in Culver, grades K-12, \"las about 325 v;hich is an increase over the previous year by 50 students..

Madras' enrollment for K-12 1das similar to

1975 and Table II, page 20, gives a breakdovm of the 1975 enrollemnt
for comparison .. 15

From these figures it should be evident that it

could be easy to underrate the potential for growth in a town that
claims only 2,050 people in the city limits@

16

HO\·lever, the school

district did include Harm Springs, and the Junior High School and
Senior High School at Madras claimed about 25-30 j:Jer cent of the students
were Indians from the Confederated Tribes, most of whom 'Here bused in
from \"!arm Springs 1.vhich was J.lt miles north\·Jest of Madras..

15
16

The figures

,3 ource, Office of Jefferson County School District 509J, Hadras ..

source, Facts fl. bout lv"Jadras and. Jefferson County, compiled by
the Chamber of Commerce, 1976.,

20
in Table III, page

21~

show the total enrollment obtained from the

school offices (509J)wl7
TABLE II
ENROJ_,LMENT IN SCHOOL DISTRICT 509J
(September 30, 1975)

School
Buff Elementary
Madras Elementary
Metolius Elementary
Simnasho Elementary
i·Jarm Springs Elem.,

K

l

84
35

108
17
5
54

54

4

2

3

93
23
7
44

115
24
6
50

5

6 Special Totals

127

126

17

24

55

49

95
12
6
43

8

Total Elementary
School
!<-fadras Junior High
Hadras Senior High

261
495
152
24
349
1281

7

8

189

189

9

10

ll

12 Special Totals

205

167

166

151

Grand Total: Elementary and Secondary Schools

8
8

386
694
2,364

The difference in the 1975 enrollment figures as given can be
accounted for simply by recognizing that in Table II, page 20, it is
a closing enrollment for the spring of 1975 and in Table III, page 21,
it is the fall enrollment after one month of schooL

This shows contin-

ued growth, but public Kindergarten was just started in 1974-75 which in
a large measure accounts for the increase in enrollment which includes 173

21
kindergarten children many of whom vJere previously enrolled in private
kindergartens.

TABLE III
EN'ROLIJVJENT IN SCHOOL DISTRICT 509J
(June of each year)

Year Enrollment

1967
1968
1969

2048
2098
2151

!'Zon-l>~hi te

Year Enrollment

1970
1971
1972

2146
213'+
2151

Year Enrollment

1973
1974
1975

population_ in~ the count;r._$

2154
2142
2332

Fronr. Plambeck 1 s study vJe

learn of the racial components of Oregon's population and their growth
rates from

19L~o

to 1970 by counties ..

18

non-white population growth in Oregon.,

Table IV, page 22, shov1s the

19

Only in 1970 did Oregon

recognize the need to have those with a Spanish surname as a separate
classification and in 1970 Oregon had 311-,557 people in this group.

20

Les,s than two-thirds of them listed Spanish as their native language,
and eight of every nine were born in the U.Se with less than one in
,six having a Mexican-born parents

Plambeck says of this group:

The people falling into this category constitute a very
youthful group with a median age of 19 .. 1+ years.. Their

180 p .. cit .. , pp. 94-114"
19
20

Ibid., P• 97·

Ibid., p .. 113·
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fertility ratio of 602 is the highest for all ethnic and
racial groups in the state. Two thirds of this group reside
in urban centers.2l
TABLE IV
POPULA.TION IN THE STA'rE

NO.N~\tJHITE

Race
Chinese
Indian
Japanese
Negro
All others

1940

1950

1960

1970

2,086
b,,594
4,071
2,565
637

2,102
5,820
3,660
11,529
1,102

2,995
8,026
5,006
18,133
2,480

13,510
6,843
26,308
7,831

4~818

Change
1960-1970
60 .. 9%
68.3%
36 .. r;o;b
45 .. 1%
215.8%

Jefferson County had members of three non-white racial groups:
Indians, Negroes, and those with Spanish surname.
were non-existent or negligible.

Chinese and Japanese

The Indian population had a change

of 68.3 per cent from 1960-1970, and nearly a two hundred per cent
22
.
.
J940
2ncrease
s2nce
_ "

~'l'arm

Springs was one of the hw remaining

Indian Reservations in the state, with the other being the Umatilla
Reservation near Pendleton.
Indians to the city..

There has also been a strong movement of

"In 191+0 two-thirds of Oregon 1 s Indians resided

east of the Cascades, while one-third lived in \'!estern Oregon.

By 1970

the precentages were almost completely reversed, nearly two-thirds

21
22

Ibid., pp. 113-114.

Ibid~, p .. 97•
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living in Western Oregon. 23

In 1970 the percentage living in rural

areas was 51 .. 8 per cent and nearly one in five lived in Hultnomah
County.

The percentage is given for the counties in Table V.

24

TABLE V
COUNTIES 1tiiTH THE Ll\.RGEST INDIAN
POPUL.A.TIONS IN OREGON
(1970 Census Figures)

County

Number of
Indians

Percent of Indians
in Oregon

Pre cent of total
county population

0.5

Hultnomah
Klamath
Jefferson
Umatilla
Marion
Lane
All others

2,673
1,420
1,325
976
828
724
5,524

19.8
10.5
9.. 8
7.. 2
6.1
5-7
40.9

15.5
2.3
0.5

State total

13,510

100 .. 0

0 .. 6

2.8

o.J+

From the above table it can be seen that about 10 per cent of
the Indians in the state were living in Jefferson County and they constituted 15.5 per cent of the county population of 8,548 in 1970 so
they represented a substantial minority racial group in the county.
The Reservation claims about 2,200 people with over 1,800 living in
the Jefferson County portion of the Reservation so there vias some discrepancy between population figures, though these latter ones were

23 Ibid., p. 101.
24 IbJ.. d-.
1 0?
., p .. -

~.
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given for 1976.,

Also, accurate census figures vJere difficult to get be-·

cause of the frequent changes of residence by various family members.
Negroes and persons with Spanish surnames were the other minority
groups of note.,

Since 84e2 per cent of the Negroes living in Oregon

were residents of Hultnomah County and most of the others lived in
urban areas of L::me, Clatsop, Marion, and Klamath Counties, there were
few Negroes in the other counties of the state.,

25

Jefferson County had

a few Negro families and not all of these shovJed signs of permancy 1 probably because of the lack of other Negro families in the areae

Spanish

surnames at one time accounted for a major portion of the farm workers
in Jefferson County on a seasonal basis, but with the advent of greater
farm mechanization the use of seasonal migrant workers had almost ceased.
There was a farm labor camp at Culver that housed many families in the
past but it was sold and was torn down or put to other uses$

The remain-

ing persons of Nexican or Spanish surname descent were employed primarily
as farm hands on a yearly basis and their number 111as not large nor did
it seem to be increasing.
Madras, Metolius 1 and Culver
By comparing the growth rates for Madras and Jefferson County in
Figure I, page 25, it can be seen that since 1940 growth has been steady ..
There was a concentration of people adjacent to and in Nadras so that in
addition to the 1976 official estimate of 2,050 for the Nadras population,

26
there was

11

a realistic count of 3,850 plus in the city and the built-up

area immediately surrounding it .. "

26

Sewer problems, and water problems

to some extent, have kept the city from expanding to include these people
adjacent to the city in the past.

Quoting the

197~·

"Comprehensive Land

Use Plan" which was put out by the city of Madras,
Since Madras is the major population center in Jefferson
County and since some annexation appears possible, a much faster
growth rate of 3% per year appears reasonable. At this growth
rate, the City of Madras would have a predicted population of
approximately 3,500 persons in the year 1985.27
The primary problem in central Oregon has been sewage disposal.
There were three in corpora ted towns in Jefferson County:

l'1adras with

2,050 population, Culver with 410 population, and Metolius with 390
population.

Metolius was four miles southwest of Madras on the former

highway 97 and Culver was nine miles southwest of
highway.

I'~Jadras

on this same

Until 1975 none of these towns had any sewer system, but in

that year all three put one into operation because of state requirements ..
Since that time the number of new housing starts in Metolius has been
as many as 15 at one time having approval.

Hadras and Culver were also

experiencing a number of ne\v housing starts because of the present advantage of building within the city limits and connecting to sewer,
rather than having to fight Department of Environmental Quality (D.E.Q.)
controls.

If the present trend and power of the state D.E.Q. continues,

26 nFacts About Madras and Jefferson County" compiled by the
Hadras-Jefferson County Chamber of Commerce, 1976.
27 "The Comprehensive land Use Plan, r1adras, Oregon n from the
City of Hadras, City Hall, 1973.

27
it can be expected that city limits of all three towns will be extended
greatly and these towns could double or triple in size.,

Based on land

prices, this writer would estimate population figures for the three towns
to increase as given in TABLE VI.

The estimates given in TABLE VI meant

TABLE VI
POPULATION GROWTH FOR INCORPORATED TOWNS
ESTIMATED GROWTH FOR 1975 and 1980
MADRAS, METOLIUS, AND

Town

CUL\lER

1975 Population

1980 Population

2050
300

4000
900

1-tlO

820

Madras
Metollus
Culver

that a major part of the estimated population of 11,000 people which is
shown in FIGURE I for 1980 would become a part of one of the three incorporated towns because of problems

wi:~h

the D.E.Q. in maintaining

sewers, assuming things continue as they were in 1976.
Unless a number of new industries open up :Ln Jefferson County, the
population will grow slowly but steadily.

New employment would probably

center in the services area and in industrial expansion.

The number of

farmers had decreased to a point of stabib.zation, but smaller industries
'
1 op ..... ng., 28
were aeve

28

Bright Wood Corporation, a wood fabricating plant in

"Madras, An Oregon Community Profile," a labor analysis sheet
produced by the Oregon Department of Economic Development, Salem0

28
the Madras Industrial Site employed nearly 100 workers.

Bramco, Inc.,

a boat building industry was expanding its labor force to about 100
workers.

Foster Manufacturing employed about 40 workers m."lking farm

machinery and manufacturing steel products.

Gourmet Foods at Metolius,

a potato processing plant, has threatened to close their Jefferson
County plant for several years but Has continuing even though the nevi
Boardman plant is already in operation.

Full Circle employed about

25 workers in seed and other agriculturally related work..

Several

smaller manufacturers vJere in the county in addition such as TompsettHogan and Jv:Ieuret Pump \•larks..

Also tourist and convention facilities

at Kah-Nee-Ta Resort, which is on the reservation about 25 miles
from Madras just inside 'vJasco County, were expanding their facilities.
This resort could care for larger conventions and employed people in
Jefferson County and primarily off the Reservation ..
Warm Springs and the Reservation
The Confederated Tribes were some of the more affluent Indians
in the U.s. VJhich vias to their credit because of several wise moves
in recent years.

Probably the start came in 1958 when the United

States government destroyed the ancient Columbia River fishing grounds."
at Celilo Falls with the construction of The Dalles Dam.

The Con-

federated Tribes received $4 million in indemnity of which most was
held in the tribal treasury.

Oregon State University

\e~as

retained

for $lOO,OOO.to study the Reservation's potential for development .. 29

2 9nHistory of the HcQuinn Strip" by the Tribal Council of the
Warm Springs Indian Reservation 1972, p. 20 ..
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Soon after the study the tribes bought back the Hot Springs land and
built Kah-Nee-Ta Village.

Then in 1972 Kah-Nee-Ta Lodge, a convention

center, was opened, and a major expansion was made in 1975.

In 1967

the tribes bought the privately owned smvmill on the Reservation and
built a plywood plant, which in 1976 was being removed from Nadras
Industrial Site to the Reservation.

The Indians thus have become the

processors of the timber cut on the Reservation..

Also in 1972 the

Indians won their long fight to revise the boundary lines to include
all the land promised them in the treaty of 1855.,

This restored

61,360 acres to them from the Jvlt .. Hood and Willamette National Forests
and put another 17,251 acres of patented, privately owned land inside
..
30
thR
e eserva"Glon.,

This area of forested land, called the McQuinn

Strip, greatly increased the amount of salable timber on Reservation
lands ..
The Reservation has self-government with three Chiefs, one
for each tribe, and eight elected members called the Tribal Council.
Members of the tribes received a per capita income of about $720.
annually from profits on the sawmill and other tribal industries.,
Kah-Nee-Ta has so far been a liability, but the tribes fully expect
to receive a good income from that source in the futureM

Preference

at the sawmill was given to Indians, but frequently they have left
without warning..

So often they had no more than 2Cf'/; of the work force

at the savJmill and few Indians held the managerial positions..

But

30
they had the right to prove themselves and to lfbumplf white workers and
replace them on the job, providing they have the capabilities.
Hany of the Indians have left the Reservation and live in Portland
and other places.

HoHever, improvements in Reservation living conditions

in recent years seems to have increased the number of people living on
the Reservation, and tribal leaders estimated that for 1976 there were
about 2200 people living on the Reservation with about 1800 of these
living in Jefferson County, primarily at Warm Springs.

They maintained

their own police force with ten officers and many other government jobs
held by Indians..

Yet there were still large numbers of government workers

that were non-Indian who live usually in the Madras area.

Also of note

is the increasing number of Indians on the Jefferson County School (509J)
faculty..

Any analysis of the Community and plans that are made for

church growth in Hadras and Jefferson County should include \'farm Springs
and the Reservation.
CHURCHES IN THE AREA

It is always somewhat unfair to put people into categories, for
not only do the categories not always fit, but by categorizing people
we put them into a
and responses..

11

box 11 with certain expectations toward their attitudes

1:/e then run the danger of prejudice that becomes unfair

toward that person's real feelings..

Assumptions are often made without

thinking deeply about it that may hurt another person ..
Yet for the purpose of conversation and communication, c;ome
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use must be made of categories.

For the purpose of this study churches

and religious organizations were grouped in four categories with the
definitions being given in Chapter I under definitions: sects, cults,
liberals, and

evangelicals~

Other terms could have been used, however

these terms were convenient to use, were clearly definable, and they
acceptably fitted all the religious groups in the county into a convenient classification for the purposes of this study.
Cp~rches

of the

Sec~

GrouEs

Since a sect has already been defined as a Christian denomination that is narrmv or bigoted, especially in the matter of dechristianizing other churches and claiming to be the "only true
church,u this category was perhaps the most difficult category of
all to characterize.,

On both sides there was a narrow line to walk,

for they were described as being Christian churches and yet they
denied to other Christian churches the same privilegee

However,

those churches placed in this category did have these characteristics.
The Church of Christ in Madras certainly claimed to be the
"onlyn church, which they say was established in 33 A.D. by Jesus.
They were one denomination that came very close to being a cult
because they define salvation as nobedience" and faith as "obediencen.
They, along with other denominations that have their beginnings in
the ncampbellite movementrr of Kentucky and Ohio, believe strongly
in "baptismal regenerationn and thus run contrary to Biblical doctrine.
The group is not large in Madras and seems to have usually thirty to
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forty in attendance, mostly adults with a few children.
Similar to them in doctrine is the f.1issionary Baptis.t Church,
which also claimed to have started in 33 A.D.

The organizing pastor,

Harold Loyd, told me it was possible there were Christians in other
churches, but other churches could not be Christian because they did
He carne to :tvTadras in 1974 and they

not follow the Bible rightly.

bought the defunct Church of God (Cleveland, Tennessee) building
and probably had twenty to thirty people in attendance on Sunday,
primarily children and adults with no youth ..
Pentecostals in the sect group are the Bethel
Church

.£f. Q2£

Temp~

at :tvTadras and the Warm Springs Gospel Church.

Pentecostal
The first

is primarily made up of disenchanted people from the Assembly of God
in Madras and only recently had they been able to have many attending.
Their pastor, Prinest Gullatt, had told me they often had 50 or more
on Sunday mornings..

'fhey had

11

loud services 11 and unusual

and speaking in unknown tongues uninterpreted as typical..

11

signs 11 ,
The other

Pentecostals would have nothing to do with them and said that most of
vlhat

they did was

11

in the flesh."

The

~

Springs Gospel Church

has many of the same outward manifestations but seems to be more
typically Pentecostal.

Of all the churches on the Reservation this

is the only one with an Indian pastor and the only self-supporting
congregation.

Reports of fifty or more in attendance are common,

though pastors in fiJadras have never met Orin Johnson the p..?.stor and he
has no phone ..
The Roman Catholic Church had two congregations in the county,
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as were most of the sectarian churches of the area.
Cult Organizations
There were four groups that were non-christian religious organizations, though adherents of these groups generally desired recognition
as Christian denominations in the view of the writer.

However their

denial of the traditional and orthodox view of the Bible, and the fact
that they base truth on another book outside the Bible meant that this
was impossible.

the~.£!

Mormons (L.D.S.) have

Mormon, Christian

Scientists have the Hri tings of Mary Baker Eddy, Jehovah 1 s Vii tnesses
have the Hritings of Judge Rutherford, and the "Shaker Church 17 at Warm
Springs was a spiritualist group belieYing they were in contact with
and receiYing truth from the dead.

The writer had less contact with

those in this category than \·Ji th any other group or category, and thus
a simple listing must be sufficient for this project:
~adras

a)

Christian Science Society,

b)

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, l'1adras

c)

Kingdom Hall of the Jehovah's \rJi tnesses, Nadras

d)

"Shaker Church" of Harm Springs

The Christian Science s,o.ciety was small, but had a nice-looking
building at lOth and A Streets overlooking VJillow Creek in Madras$

The

Mormon organization was reported at about ninety adherents in the county,
yet attendance had been about fifty much of the year and in the summer
it was often about half of this number.

Jehovah 1 s \>Ji tnesses seemed to

be the most active cult in Jefferson County, though they probably had
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restructuring of the Disciples of Christ denomination in recent y.ears in
an attempt to become more like the denominations in the Consultation on
Church Union (c.o.c.U.) 'dith which they were talking church merger.
Culver Christian Church has a number of evangelicals and Tom Helmick,
the pastor, considers himself somewhat evangelical.

Both he and Harry

Atkins, the presently retiring pastor at First Christian Church had
expressed views of "baptismal regeneration'' in meetings of the Jefferson
County Ministerial Association.

First Christian had usually 100 to 150

people in attendance on Sunday mornings and had an associate pastor, and
Culver Christian averaged about 30 to 50 in attendance Sunday mornings.
The Lutheran

~

of

~ ~

SheEherd belonged to the American

Lutheran Church and the pastor, Hans Nordmark, had expressed that he
chose the ministry as a vocation.

Probably one of the more liberal of

the town's ministers, his congregation numbered usually about 70 out of
about 125 members..

Many of the people were of Scandanavian descent as

was he, and the church seemed only to grow by biological growth and by

transfer growth.
St ..

Hany are quite loyal Lutherans.,

Mark 1 s EEisco:eal Church \vas a small congregation struggling

to survive, and the pastor, \"Jilliarn Greenfield, lived in Prineville and
served the much larger Episcopal church there, also.

Some of their

members were evangelicals representing the nlow church 11 evangelical
wing.

They usually had twenty to thirty people in attendance on Sunday

mornings.

A number of Episcopalian families in

!~dras

Another struggling congregation was the United
at Vlarm Springs..

don't attend church.
Presbyteri~n

Church

They were established in 1875 on the Reservation, but
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over the years have failed to capture the hearts of the people..

Their

pastor, Calvin Chinn, vJas of Chinese descent and was quite liberal in
his theology.

They probably had 15 to 40 people on Sunday mornings.

The largest liberal church in the county \vas the United Nethodist
Church at

~~dras

whose pastor, Tom Foster, was completing his eighth

year as pastor in June of 1976.
11

The church had a number of evangelical

leaning" people, but was the church that many of the nsociali tes'' and

professional people sought out.

Having been the largest congregation in

the county in the past with over 600 members, its attendance of 65 to 150
people (depending on the time of the year) and membership of about 325
meant it was still one of the strongest congregations in the county.
The writer, as a former United Methodist minister, considered the pastor
to be quite liberal and was aware that many of the people would greatly
have desired a more conservative pastor..

Yet their great loyalty to

what they know Methodism has been kept them attending in spite of the
recent trends toward greater emphasis on the denial of the authority of
Scripture and the strong support of the National and V/orld Councils of
Churches~

The liberal churches have much in common despite their divergent
traditions.

Most have been quite evangelical in the past, but are sup-

portive of syncretism and the ecumenical movement in public statements
by denominational leaders.

Dean Kelley writes of the liberal movement

in lowering membership standards and expectations,
Strictness is not congenial to the prosperous, and so
it ebbs away, and wj_th i t social strength. Yet it should not
always be necessary for great meaning movements to throw away
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their strength by capitulating to the expectations of outsiders,
by organizing promiscuity, by lowering of membership standards,
and by loss of insistence on their seriousnesse3l
Evangelical Churches
Both moderate and conservative views are held by evangelicals
toward traditional or orthodox beliefs about the Bible, God, Christ,
the Holy Spirit, salvation, and the Church..

However the official

denominational view of these essentials is definitely conservative
and Bible centered..

A rather simple way to find out whether someone

claiming to be an evangelical really holds a Bible-centered theology
is to find out whether they believe the Bible

11

contains" the \tlord of

God, or whether they believe the Bible ''is 11 the \•lord of God.

Only

those in the latter position are truly evangelicals, because it is they
who believe the Bible only "containsn the Word of God that will seek
truth from other sources based on reason, tradition, and experience as
equal or sometimes superior to inspired Scripture.

Evangelicals, on

the other hand, believe that the Bible alone must be the basis for all
truth, and all ''truth'' arrived at by experience, tradition, or reason
must be judged by the authority of God's Word.

Thus Evangelicals will

elevate the Bible above all other "sources" of truth known to man.
Culver Church
bodies.,

..2f. ~

Nazarene is one of these evangelical church

It v1as a small struggling church that had endured several

splits in its brief history of about 25 years$

It was averaging about

3lDean Jvl., Kelley, \1/hv Conservative Churches!:::!:.!:. Growi~ (1972,
Harper and Row, Publishers, Inc.,, New York, New York), pp .. 178-179 ..
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thirty in attendance in early 1976 and the pastor, David Wardlaw, had
been there less than a year.

There had been some question of moving the

church to Madras with hopes of attracting a more stable membership and
having a larger outreach.

The church probably had the highest per capita

giving of any church in the county, about $1,0000, which was a major
strength of the congregation.,
The A.ssemblJ:

.2f ~ Church in Madras has had quite a history of

varied attendance and was having about eighty on Sunday mornings with
most of these being young children in early 1976..

The pastor, Douglas

Thomas • was not ·.vell paid and was only 25 years old.,

He was the president

of the Jefferson County Ministerial Association and had recently bought
a home in Madras..

He had been pastor for about h.;o years and had really

been giving leadership to his congregation in the area of church gro\.;th ..
Baptists are represented among the evangelicals by three churches.,
First Baptist and Warm Springs Baptist churches were both Southern Baptist
denominational bodies.

First Bantist Church with about 650 members and

two to three hundred in attendance on Sunday mornings was the largest of
all the churches in the county.,

Doyle Coll::tns had been the pastor for

14 years and was noted as a man who was either liked or disliked because
of his "plain-spokenness" and strong views on many subjects..

There was

a large number of people in the county who have been "saved" in this
church, but no longer attend for many reasonsG
Ch~~

~~§~rinss Ba~tist

had had Allen Elston as pastor for 16 years, and yet the membership

was quite irregttlar in attendance..

There were just over 100 members in

this Reservation church, but on a typical Sunday morning, they had ten to
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Jvladras Free Hethodist Church, of which the writer ha:d been pastor
for nearly three years, was also evangelical and will be analyzed in
depth in the following chapter.

Summarizing according to towns in Jefferson County, Y1adras had 13 churches
and three cults, Culver had two churches, Metolius had one church, and
\'Jarm Springs had four churches and one cult..
churches and four cults in the county.

This is a total of twenty

There were also small religious

groups, especially those vrhich are Pentecostal or "Charismaticlf in nature,
which spring into existence from time to time having a brief life in the
county..

Ministers were organized into two groupings that overlapped.

The Jefferson County Ministerial Association \vas a monthly fellowship of
both liberals and evangelicals that planned a few special events annually
and had about 8 or 10 ministers as members..

The Evangelical Pastors

Association had existed for about two years and primarily served as a
prayer fellowship and planning meeting for evangelistic projects that
needed cooperation.

It had about six ministers as members.

Of the four

groups named in this chapter, the largest numerically in the county was
the evangelicals.

Total attendance on Sunday mornings for all age groups

and religious bodies averaged about 1500 to 2000, and those related to all
religious groups averaged about
living in the county.

30%

of the total population of 9600 people

Thus Jefferson County averaged higher than the

state of Oregon in the percentage of people related to churches.

CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS OF !'1ADRAS FREE NLTHODIST CHURCH
The

l~~'Jadras

Free Methodist Church served much of Jefferson County,

being easily accessible by car to about 9,000 of the 9,600 people in the
county who 1:1ere v1i thin 20 minutes driving time or less.

The church was

in a highly visible location just outside the city limits on the south
side of Jviadras in the heart of the population center of the county.
Nuch of the history of the church seems obscured and early records of
the church are not available.
quite brief and data is unsure.

Histories written about the church are
Until irrigation came to the area in

the late 1940's the church as well as the community was small in size.
During 'rlorld 1:Jar IT an air base was established just north of Hadra.s
but even this failed to help the town

gyo1:1.

In 1976 the municipal air-

port was the third largest in the state but had no scheduled passenger
service.

The

I~dras

Church had some of the finest facilities of any

church in the county and was looked upon very favorably by most of the
community as one of the ''more desirable churches .. n
THE SUPPORTING DENOMINATION
The Madras Free lv!ethodist Church was not an independent congregation, but belonged to a strongly "connectional ;3ystemn in an espicopally organized denomination..

It was pastors of the Oregon Conference

that led in the establishment of the church.

The Free Methodist Church of North America
The Free Methodist Church came into being in 1860 out of the
Methodist Episcopal Church, which was the forerunner of a number of
present day denominations, and notably the United Methodist Church.
Background can be traced to John Wesley, an Anglican clergyman who was
the outstanding figure in the Evangelical Revival that swept England
during the eighteenth century and spilled over into all the lands of the
British Commom.;eal th..

Free Nethodists are among the many splits that

Methodism has experienced throughout its history, but the first Free
Hethodists were ''thrust into existence" against their will rather than
being a split centered around a rebelling personality or some doctrinal
dispute ..
However, the doctrine of

11

entire sanctification" was central to

the preaching of these new Free Methodists and also of importance was
freedom from slavery, free rather than rented pews, informal rather than
elaborate ritual, and freedom from secret societies.

Free Methodists

were zealous workers, ardent believers in God's 1tiord, tireless eva·ngelists,
and strict in application of discipline in the church..

Growth was fairly

rapid for the lifetime of B.T. Roberts, the first bishop who died in 1893,
but since then it has been slow though steadily increasing.

It has not

been easy to be a Free Methodist, and Free Methodists have been slmv to
establish ne'd churches in this century..

However, strong emphasis has

been placed on missionary outreach and today there are more Free Methodist in nmission landsrr than in North America ..

Relations with the Madras Church
The Madras Free Methodist Church was among the stronger churches
in the Conference.

In membership, attendance, and finances it was in

the top 25 per cent of the Conference..

In 1975 the Conference grew 7 .. 1

per cent in membership \1hile the Madras church grew 22 .. 5 per cent ..
Giving to the combined United World Mission for Christ (U.WoH.C.) was
$7,63l.and the church was only asked to raise $6,000 ..

Only four other

churches raised a greater amount than IV!adras for U.1t/.M.C.

The Confer-

ence also depended on several of the f•1adras laymen for leadership in
the work of the Conference.

Attendance at Conference activities was

good from .!>1adras including retreats, camps, and Camp Heeting ..
The Madras church also depended on the Conference and the denomination for many things..
of great importance..

Pastoral leadership and pastoral training was

There are men from Madras on the boards of both

Seattle Pacific College and Western Evangelical Seminary elected by the
Conference and the Madras church by supporting these schools and Aldersgate
College (Canada) in the budget \vas saying there was a dependance on these
schools for leadership training..

Also, there \vere workerc> periodically

coming through the Conference from Free Methodist Headouarters in
Winona Lake, Indiana, to hold seminars and training sessions for all
the churches in various places in the Conference.

This supplemented

Conference leadership training that was held by design or invitation.
Literature and other materials were provided through the Free Iviethodist
Publishing House.

Also, there was supplied leadership from the area

bishop and the conference superintendent.

There were other important
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programs, people, and support provided by the Conference and the denomination, and there was a good working relationship with the denomination
and the Conference.
Considering all the advantages of the lfconnectional systemn of
the Free Nethodist Church, this proved to be a definite asset to the
!if~adras

Free Hethodist Church in its grmvth..

There was a confidence in

the giving of support beyond the local church that these causes were
legitimate and worthy..

And the help given the Nadras church was a real

asset as it has functioned over the years and now :hooked forward to
using a planned church grmvth strategy ..
PAT'rERNS OF PASTORAL Ll-:ADERSHIP
Under the pattern of pastoral appointments followed in the
Free Methodist Church in early days, the amount of time a pastor
stayed at one place was not long..

Following the pattern of the

Jvlethodist Episcopal Church from which the Free Nethodist Church was
"thrust out, 11 pastors at first stayed only one or hvo years..

The

two year limit was gradually extended by General Conference to
three, then four years, and finally the limit was taken off ..
Preachers "under appointment" were considered primarily as evangelists and their job was to reach every community with the gospel
of Christ, persuade men to become His disciples, and plant new
chm·ches..

They vJere often appointed to more than one church and

an appointment usually included "preaching points 11 that \.vere not
established churches.

Thus the common term was lfcircuit,'' so the
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Madras circuit included not only 1':!adras but the outlying places.

For

instance Chet Tremain spoke of preaching at <!Jpctl City, \'Jarm Springs,
and Antelope as

11

preaching points" on the Madras circuit \;<hen he was

the pastor at Madras in the late 1940's..

The lvJadras church had been

reestablished in 1938 by P.,J .. Griffiths from Redmond vJhere he was the
pastor of the Redmond circuit e

When towns vJere small and full support

of a pastor by one church was unlikely, this system of circuits had
much to say for it in establishing churches.
Early Pastors in the Madras Area (1907 - 1938)
The beginnings of the Free Methodist Church in Madras seems
mostly to have been lost because few records were preserved from the
early days.

But among the church records is a filing \vith F.W .. Benson,

Secretary of the State of Oregon, of the ''Articles of Incorporation"
for the Hadras Free Hethodist Church. 33

Trustees v.1ere H.P. Andrus,

SeT. Andrus, and E.I. Harvey who were three of the five trustees of
the church "elected at the Fourth Quarterly Conference of said church
by written ballot." 34
\;~hich

Value of the property was given at $1500.,

vJas the first church building of the f.'Iadras church.

It was

located on the .south\vest corner of lOth and "D" Streets according to
Mrs .. Leita Richardson, a resident of Jli!adras who was attending Madras
High School at this time.

She said that the building was owned by

the Free Methodists, but was used by several denominations.

later

33 "Certificate of Filing and Recording Articles of Incorporation"
dated October 1, 1907.
3L~

Ibid., Article IV.
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having the largest crowd on Sundays regularly ..
Ea1rl .. Hillis came when the church was only five years old as it
v.Jas

started in 1907.

The following Oregon Annual Conference of 1908

appointed Gel'!. Bondeerant as pastor according to sketchy records.

He

could have been the organizing pastor in 1907, and this is assumed ..
TABLE VII, page 49, is given as a list of pastors serving from 1907
through 1938 as indicated by available records.

For the first hvelve

TABLE VII
PASTORS SERVING Ivl.A.DRA.S
From 1907 to 1938

1907-8*
1909-10
1911
1912-13
1914-15
1916-17
1918-19
1920-21
1922-23

G. \rJ. Bondeerant
A.S. Hright
E.D. Blackman
Eo\!<}, Hillis
N.. \vel ter
L.B. Belcher
D.. H.. Higbee
c.H. Carlson
11
under the
Superintendent"

A.D. Sprouse
''under the
Superintendent 11
Sanford \:Jagg
1932
H.A .. Hulet, NeG. Telford,
1933
supply
E.A. Simms
1934
R.H. Shoup
1935
P.,J • Griffiths
1936-38
(*Year of appointment)
1921+
1925-31

to fourteen years it appears the church was able to function well.
~vhen

the first pastor was appointed in 1908 after organization, there

\.Jere sixteen members at JVIadras and Opal Prairie (south of !Vladras tov1ard
Deschutes County).

But in the 1920's and '30's, the drouth years had

their toll and often the church was

11

under the Superintendent,'' indica-

ting the lack of a regular pastor.

Probably there v.tas a membership for

the church all those years even \-ihen the church was not having services
because some of the same people helped nstart up the \vork againn under
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the leadership of P.J. Griffeths in
as a part of the church in

1913

and

1938

that Here named by Hr* Hillis

1914*

~eorganization and Str~ngtheping Leadership

Often the

11

(1939-1976)

li ttle church at Hadrasrr vias made an appointment vii th

Redmond or simply left to the direction of the Conference Superintendent
to supply it 1-.rith whomever he could get..

But in

1938

P.J. Griffeths

came to Madras and found a church building mmed by the Free l'-'lethodists
with another congregation worshiping in it..

He soon had them removed

and started having services in the building \,Ihich had been built in

1917.

This second building built by the Free Methodist Church was on the corry/'

ner of 7!JJ and nDn Street.s.
that served until

1963

_)0

It 1r1as an unassuming one-room structure

(but vJith some changes), when the congregation

moved to the nmv building under construction on Adams Drive south of
Madras.,

About Januar;yr of

1971.1.

the former building was finally sold (one

of several times) to Jefferson County and it served in

1976

as a building

housing the Jefferson County Alcohol-Narcotics Detoxification Center.
In

1939

Mary Griffeths, vlife of P .J. Griffeths, vJas appointed the

pastor at Madras while her husband was appointed to Redmonde

P.<-T. had

enlisted the help of Robert and Katie Henske of Metolius, among others,
in starting the church up again in

1938.

Soon he was holding a revival

meeting and he told the v1ri ter personally that the congregation soon
numbered fifty or more.

36 nHarranty

TABLE VIII, page 51, shows paE.>tors appointed to

Deed'' dated September 3, 1917, showing Nadras Free
Hethodist Church buying the east half of lots 1 & 2, block 32, for 1~200 ..
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Madras from 1939 to 1976~

Pastors only served for short periods from

1939 to 1947 indicating a lack of strength in the congregation to hold
pastors for very long.

The exception is \'lesley Graves vrho served three

years, which was during \'/orld V!ar II and this \vas reported to be the limit

TABLE VIII
PASTORS SERVING Hi\.DRAS
From 1939 to 1976

*1939
19L]·0-42
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947-50

.t'iary Griffeths
ic"Jesley Graves
Norris Hughes
L.N. Otis
11
Under the
Superintendent 11
R.L. Cresse
CheLOter 0. Tremain

Rex A., Haskins
1951-5~'
LeoP.ard 1pJ einert
1955
George Henderson
1956
\'!.H. nBi11 11 NcCormick
1957-62
Herbert B. Hanson
1963-6_5
Roland R. Stevrart
1966-72
Ralph E.. Cooper
1973-75
(*Year of appointment)

on the length of pastoral appointment then.

Robert Hensl<e told the writer

about hmv the parsonage was secured and moved behind the 7lli and
church location.

rrDn

The countryside Nas then full of vacant houses fr9m

the drouth years of the 1930's that emptied the countryside of farm
families.

In an effort to clear away these vacant buildings

were offered for sale, and the pastor bid
his being the only bid he got it.

1no.

the~

on one of these, and

Mr. Henske then told of helping move

it into town and adding another structure on it with the v!hole cost of
getting a parsonage being less than 1$500.

There is among the church

records a deed that places the buying of the land on Vjhich the parsonage
was located as dated on April 15, 1943, VJhich would indicate that this
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was about the time the parsonage was built.. 37

Mr .. Henske also told of

helping to dig the church basement by hand to accommodate the growing
Sunday school..

'l'his addition only cost the church a few thousand dollars

and added some much needed classroom space and other facilities.

Until

Chet Tremain came as pastor in 1947, only once had the church had the
same pastor over two years, and this was Wesley Graves who stayed for
three years,.

Both Mr .. Tremain and Rex Haskins who followed him as the

pastor stayed four years beginning a trend toward having pastors stay
somewhat longer.

The exception is two years in 1955 and 1956 when the

church only had Leonard 1tJeinert for the last six months of the conference
year before he moved because of allergies, followed by George Henderson
who stayed for only one year.

Later Bill McCormick served for six years,

then Herb Hanson was pastor three years before leaving to become the
director and builder of the newly developing Aldersgate Park Conference
grounds at Turner.

Roland Stewart, a nephei.; of Nr .. McCormick, then

served seven years, followed by the writer who served for three years
before being appointed to missionary service in the Dominican Republic
by the Board of the Free Methodist Church..

Statistics given in TABLE IX,

page 53, indicate a definite growth over the last twenty-five years of
the study bringing church membership from a total of 25 up to 109 in 1975 ..
The Sunday school during the same period nearly doubled to 171 members.
Reflected.in the statistics for the last year of Mr., Tremain's time as
in the church, which almost caused the church to

-z7 11

\</arranty Deed" dated April 15, 19l~>3, showing Madras Free ~4ethodist
Church buying the n<.>rth fifteen feet of Lot 3 1 block 32, for $10.,
""

'I'ABLE IX
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l1EMBERSHIP AND ATTENDANCE REPORTS FOR
IvlADRA.S FREE METHODIST CHURCH
BY PASTORS, 1950-1975

Year

Pastor

1950
195l
1952
1953

Tremain

1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
*1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975

"·

Haskins
II

11
!!

\veinert
Henderson
NcCormick
II

II
II

11
!I

Hanson
tl

II

Stewart
IT
!!

Church Hembership
Junior Preparatory Full Total

4
5
2
1

3
5
2
2

17
20
20
21

2
3
3

11
10
5
1

3
2
2
2
2
8
9
18

4
3
5

20
11+
17
17

5
6
6

Lr

24

53
62

21
25
26
27

34
38
35
31

80
78
74
120

69
65
68
79

1
4
2
5

26
32
29
30

30
38
33
37

8Lt
100
90
90

76
77
77
70

lt

40
40
43
41

46
52
55
64

108
110
82
91

77
87
80
77

43
49
52
50

67
68
75
73

100
115
129
101

86
82
82
70

122

75

NR

114
72

72

75
60

122
165
171

66
95
105

I+

21.1-

II

16

7

60

NR

NR

NR

li

10
7

7
6

59
58

83
81
76
71

5

8
4
12

65
74
87

78
89
109

Cooper
71

ll

II

10

70

87
55
65
75

25
29

II

II

Sunday School
Enrollment Atten.

I+O

*Pastor's report was only for one-half year due to chane;ing over
to fiscal year reporting.. Reports previous to this ~;;ere made for midyear.
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fold, according to Mr. Henske and others in the church at the time.
Probably his family's decision to stay with the church, along with the
same decision by several other families, saved the church from closing.,
As this healed and the church continued to follow the Lord's leadership,
the church has shmvn growth and prospered over the years.,

A Church Set on A Hill
Natthew 5:14 records, "You are the light of the \vorld.,
set on a hill cannot be hidden. 11

A city

Pastor Bill McCormick had a vi,sion

of relocating Nadras Free l1ethodist Church on the hill overlooking the
city of Ttotdras,

VIi

th a lighted cross for all to see.,

He saw potential

in a piece of ground on Adams Drive south of i'fJadras as one of the best
possible locations for the church and convinced others in the congregation of the same..

One member even reported to the 1:Jriter that Bill

personally put some earnest money dovm to hold the property..

Deeds to

the land show that on January 19, 1962, the church bought 10 lots and
construction was begun when plans

':Jere

drm,m up to build a new building.

Several of the members worked closely with the pastor in drawing the
plans and getting the new building underway once the cht:trch voted to
build.

It was an undertaking that took courage, and the pastor and

members of the church are to be commended for their vision that produced a building far in excess of the needs of the church then®
Jv!r. Ray Murray of Ha.dras v1a,s hired to build the main structure
of the church building and direct volunteer labor until the building
was enclosed,

Host of the labor in building the structure was volunteer
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as men of the church spent many an evening and Saturday working on the
ne1r1 church..

Noney 1.-;as given generously and sacrificially by the member-

ship of the church and no money had to be borrowed until

1963.

And then

only $35,000. \-Jas borrowed and this wa.s covered by monthly pledges made
by families above their regular giving®

The note vias for fifteen years,

but was paid off in only ten years, with a note-burning celebration held
Nay

5, 1974,

Nadras.

less than one year after the 1r1riter became the pastor at

This was an important and exciting day for the church and former

pastors were

invited~

P.J. Griffeths, Chet Tremain, Rex Haskins, Leona.rd

\r!einert, Herb Hanson, and Roland Stewart 1r1ere all present and spoke that
daye

The building in

1975

was estimated by the insurance company that

carried the coverage on the building at $260,000.
The only blot on the building program vias a petition circulated

to

move the pa.stor, Bill McCormick, and his appointment to another church at
the Annual Conference session in the midst of the building program afte!'
six years at Hadras hurt him deeply a.nd caused several people to leave
the church, 'Hhich vJas reflected in the statistics for the Sunday school
at the end of Hr@ Hanson's first year (see TABLE IX, page

53).

Perhaps

some of this loss was due to the relocation of the church out of the
city causing some who walked to th' church to be unable to come as easily
and some may have ':Jall<ed to another nearby church in Madras.
i'Jhen Herb Hanson arrived in 1963, he found the church meeting in
the nearly completed basement \-Jith the upstairs only completed on the
exted.or.

The old property downtovm soon sold and the parsonage had

to be evacuated right a-.!lay.

So he had not only a church building to
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lead the construction on, but a parsonage as well.

Known over the Oregon

Conference as a bu:i.lder, he designed and completed a spacious four-bedroom
modern parsonage that he and his family lived in for over two years.
during the three years of his
or the parsonage..

pastora~e

All

he was building either the church

The first vJorship service was held in the new sanctuary

in March of 1965, and the formal dedication was January 30, 1966, with
Bishop rliyron F .. Boyd bringing the dedication message.

But Herb was not

long for Hadras, for he related to this writer personally that even at
the dedication service he was already aware that he was moving to the new
Oregon Conference campground called Aldersgate Park which needed his talents
and abilities as a builder..

This necessity of moving came just as he was

able and ready to settle down to the task of being a pastor full-time again
after several years of :time spent in building ..
Roland Stewart came in July 1966 and the congregation soon recovered
from their disappointment of losing Mr .. Hanson as pastor.,

Roland was able

to continue the work of completing various parts of the building and he
displayed a dedicated Christian spiri.t that unified the congregation and
it was on this that the recent growth was build during the time the writer
was the pastor.

Even in the last three years several rooms were completed

as growth demanded more room.

It seemed that there was always something

that was unfinished or needed changing, and probably some more changes
will be needed to accommodate the growth of the congregation as the goals
set by the Church Gro\vth Committee for the next three years from ,January

1976 to December 1978 are met.

Some proposed changes in classroom walls

are given further in this study by the writer to accommodate this growth.,
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ORGANIZATIONS AND

L~Y

LEADERSHIP

\.Jhile the old saying seems to hold true that "no organization
rises above the vision of its leadership," this does not mean just the
pastors that have served the Madras Free Methodist Church..

Probably

many of the lay men and women, because of being a part of the church
over longer periods of time, actually have a greater impact on the
direction and growth of the church than even the pastors.

And the

advice that the writer's first .Superintendent gave to complaining
layman during the first year of being a spastor, lfGo home and make a
preacher out of him," is very good and sound advice..

The laymen w·ho

m."lke up the leadership of a congregation have much to do with making
a better preacher of the man of God in the pulpit, though perhaps most
of this work is not a conscious effort on the layman's part, or even
realized or appreciated by the pastor..

Laymen can sometimes "make or

break" a preacher!
Church

Organ~~ations

and Growth

Down through the years the church has depended on certain organizations for survival, training, and growth.

Among these are the Sunday

school and organizations for men, women, youj;,h, and children..

Madras

Free f1ethodist Church had all the organizations listed in the DisciPline
operating at the time of the study that \vas made by the writer..

Each

of these organizations was briefly analyzed for its growth potential
and leadership development, recognizing even the possibility or reorganizing for growth without certain of them, or with a different description of their nature and purpose@

There \:Jere four adult Sunday school classes on January l, 1976,
with 94 adults enrolled, hJO youth classes (senior high and junior high)
vJith tv1enty-five teens enrolled, four older children's classes Hith
twenty- three children enrolled, and twenty-six preschool children c·!ere
enrol1ed in the Sunday

school~

Hore than 95 })er cent of the regu1ar

attenders at the worship services were Sunday school members, and some
of the five per cent remaining could be expected to joine

The congre-

gation had recognized the potential for discipling and leadership training offered by the Sunday .school and this was probably the reason for the
high percentage of adult.s enrolled compared to other age groups, and also
compared to other churches j_n the community and in the U.S.

Hadras Free

Methodist Church had an unusually high ratio of adults enrolled and uas
not experiencing the losses in adult attendance in the Sunday school that
many other churches 1,\lere having during this same time period.

This is

e::m evidence of a vi.::;orous·.church and a strong la;y leadership.

Nen 1 s and lriOmen 1 s organizatiom3.

The Vlom2n' s Ihssionary Society

VJas a long standing, strong organization \vith 32 membe:b"s reported in early

1976.

Much of the missionary concern of the Hadras church gre':J out of

this group, partly due to the regular program of study and reading carried
forward by the women annually.

Light and Life Hen, International

(L.L.M.I.) is the official name of the men's organization, and they
reported 18 paid members in 1976..

Both organizations had some v!ho attended

on an irregular basis who \vere not counted in membership..

The primary pur-

pose of Light and Life Hen was personal evangelism \vi th missions the
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secondary purpose..

In the opinion of the 1.vri ter, almost nothing was

done by the men in these areas during the time of his pastorate.,

In

practice L.LsM. became another monthly meeting, though just for men, that
met to have a program and refreshments.,

Social activities seemed to be

the greatest accomplishment in relation to the \v.Jvi.S., though some good
speakers were brought in during the last three years who had an evangelistic message and appeal.

Perhaps the new materials and

Here being prepared on a national level, in

which

program~

the area of discipleship

would have a positive effect to strengthen the vlork of per,sonal evangelism
and missions among the men of the church.
Youth organizatiom,.

The high school youth v1ere organized as

F.HS. (Free Hethodist Youth) for meetings other than Sunday school, and

junior high school youth were organized similarly as Young Teens,

Also,

single young people just out of high school up to about age twenty-five
were organized in a group called "College and Careers Class 11 during
Sunday school, and this served as a fellm·Iship group for other occasions.,
Plans for the summer of 1976 included a more vlell-rounded program of
activities and training for the six singles and about ten college students
who either live in the community or
summer..

'~rere

due to return to 1'1Iadras for the

Employed as a youth \vorker for six months during 1976 vias a

nineteen-year old young man from the church who had finished
years at Northwest Nazarene College, Nampa, Idaho.

two

He had been given an

Apprentice License by the church in December 19, 1975, after testifying
that God had called him into the ministry and he was working on the Lay
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Preacher's License as the next step toward being a pastore
included completing college at Aldersgate College, Noose

His plans

Ja~:;,

Saskatche\·Jan,

and then completing seminary at Western Evangelical Seminary in Portland,
Oregon.

Grm·;th among the F.Jvi.Y a and Young 'reens had already been stimu-

lated by his assistance with a number of high school youth having recently
become Christian disciples.

The Youth Department of the church 1·1as prob-

bly the largest it had ever been in the history of the church and it 1.1as
sho1.f\ling signs of further grov1th..

Probably the key factor in this grov1th

•:1as the above average volunteer I•Jorkers who v;ere teaching and giving

leadership in all three areas, Young Teens, F .H.Y., and College c:md
Careers.

fhildren 1 s or_gflnizatioE_S..

One of the first goals the ·rJriter had

in coming to Nadras in 1973 vras the reorganization of the Christian
Youth Crusaders, or C.Y.C. as it 1;:as popularly called ..

This Has the

Heekday club organization for children in grades one through six, and
it was just completing the third successful year of activity in April
of 1976 as this study was being completed..

The program >t~as being car-

ried forvm.rd by seven women, one of v1hom was designated as
Director..

CaY.C~

However, in the new organization according to the

Di~~

of 1974, this leadership plan c-10uld all be changed so that the Sunday
school and C.Y .c. programs \·Jould become coordinated under the Primary
and Junior departments and the Director of Christian Education.

This

Hould mean electing a Junior Department Director and a Primary Department
Director, just as the Youth Department 1:1a,s already organized.
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The new organi:;;,a tion should mean even greater grm,rth 1 because it
would be a streamlining and coordinating of the older children's programs
and activitiesc

During the past three years of the writer's pastorate

there had been a growth from nine first through sixth graders to an enrollment of

older children..

The Junior and Primary classes had been

divided in the Sunday school, and the C.Y.C. had six groups according to
the needs of the C.Y .c. program, ·.vhich was operated from September through
April (eight months).,

Vacation Bible School had been held regularly in

June each year, typically one or two weeks after the school term
and this proved to be a good source of prospects for the church..

was

out,

One

very noticeable lack in the children's organizations, including Sunday
.::;chool classes, had been a lack of systematic follm.;-up on absentees.,
This lack had resulted in a higher loss of enrollment and participation
than would have been with such a program and policy ..
Another program that had recently been inaugurated by the denomination and the Madras church

':Jas

the Joybells program..

J:his had struggled

for a while trying to meet on Sunday after evening worship, and when a
ne~tJ

leader took it and changed the time to 1:Jednesday mornings, the same

time as a women's Home Bible Study, the attendance grew until in early

1976 the enrollment was eighteen preschool children with two women as
leaders..

The women in the Bible study thought it \·Jas good because it

solved a babysitting problem for preschool children, and it encouraged
v1omen attending the Bible study because of the program, so it really
did 'cJork out well for all involved.

And the church had an effective

program with good leadership, and encouraged attendance at Bible study.,
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previous '.·!omen's Bible study groups that 'dere interdenominational, some
ten groups for adults were either started by the church or were associated
with the church in some 1:m.y.,

Over one-hundred adult,s were reported as

members of groups related to the church in ec>,rly 1976.

These were all

either led by laymen who vrere members of Hadras Free 111Iethodist Church
or were approved by the pastor in some situationsG
meetings including both men and women,.

Most were evening

Quoting the Discipline again,

The practice of Christian nurture through small groups
has always been regarded as a vital feature of the JTree
Nethodist Church., Christian growth groups should be formed
\·Jithin the congregation for the careful oversight of the
members and the confirmation of seekers in the assurance of
God's forgiveness in Christ., Nembership in the group ideally
should not be more than tweJ.ve.. The leader shall be chosen
by the group, and the pastor may nominate.. The grou12s should
meet in a convenient location on a regular schedule .. 59
The leaders of these groups have been chosen and nominated as a
practice by the pastor, and elected by the Annual ,Society Heeting in
the spring..

They were answerable to the pastor as leaders, and could

be removed or changed by his authority, though VJith the agreement and
consent of the Bible study group as :far a,s vias possible0

\-Jho the

leader was became quite important as this could be a r.;ource of problems
for the church.,
SID1Hll.RL

Madras Free Methodi,st Church 1'1as organized oui te well according
to the standards given by the denomination in the Disc2plinee

39 Ibid., p. 65-66.

Since the
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1974 Discipline had just been printed and received by the dmrches in
late 1975, changes ordered by General Conference were just being put into
effect locally.

These changes had come especially in the organization

of the church for Christian educationa

Figure II, page 67, gives the

organizational chart that v1as in the 1974- Disc.i,E,line.

40

Also included

in this manual of the church v:ere the job title changes and descriptions
of job responsibilities.

41

Most of these changes were effected at the

Madras church during the Annual Society Meeting held in Ute spring of 1976.
The as.signment of rooms to Sunday school cla.sses in the spring of

1976 is shown in Figures III, IV, and V pages 68, 69, and 70.

The purpose

in showing room arrangements was so the reader may compare them later in
this study 1:-1hen structural changes in the rooms are proposed by the writer.
Hha t may be seen from these drawings is that most of the rooms 1:1ere designed
and built to keep the classes small.
that has become outdatede

This design was based on a concept

All the literature used by the church over the

past several years '"las vvri tten on a different concept than the separation
of children and youth into the smaller

cla.ssrooms~

The literature that was

used in most classes in 1976 was the denominational literature, Aldersgate
Curriculum Series..

And thi,s literature encouraged the use of the lead

teacher (sometimes called the "master teacher 11 concept) \vi th the help of
regular assistant teachers to handle the larger classes.

In order to

follow this, larger rooms were demanded, and such a proposal vJill be made

41~b.'
.l lCl0

,

paragraphs 1010-1014, pp. 270-278 •
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in Chapter IV with accompanying charts showing structural 11'earrangement ..
Of course, not all rooms were too small according to denominational and
other available literature ..

Changes involved mostly the lowerdloor ..

FIGURE VI, page 71, is a chart based on the same figures given in
TABLE IX, page 53, but i.t illustrated graphically the growth of the church
from 1950 to 1975.

Membership in the church had grown rather steadily,

but Sunday school enrollment was irregular, indicating a lack of planning
for growth by the church except for occasional efforts that produced some
sproadic increases in comparison. to the potential..

Also, it evidences

too much dependency on the pastor for outreach to new people.
will seek remedies and proposals for these situations.,

Chapter IV

FIGURE 2.
ORGANIZATION FOR CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
OF THE LOCAL CHURCH
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FIGURE

MEMBERSHIP AND ATTENDANCE CF.ARI'MADRAS FREE METHODIST CHURCH
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CHAPTER IV

ORGANIZING THE CI-IURCH FOR GRO\'jTH

The Nadras Free f1ethodist Church was v1ell organized according
to all outward appearance and according to the DisciElj_ne of the church
as described in Chapter III.

1:Jith great courage and at perc;onal .sacri-

fice an adequate and \vell-constructed building had been built and paid
for that cvould care for the needs of a congregation several times the
size of the present attendance.

~Chrough

the yearc3 the church had grovm

with the town and perhaps even more rapidly than the community.

A

parsonage had also been built and paid for that was spacious and adequate
for a family, probably as good as or slightly above the average home
in the community..

The church budget vms being met without much mention

of money, and had increased considerably in the past fe 1tJ years.

Income

for the church had doubled in about five years increasing much faster
than inflation ..

Giving through U.VJ.!Vl.C. (Un:i.ted vlorld f-~ission for

Christ) which was nearly 50 percent for missions had increased the
past three years by hventy per cent each year, and each year the church
gave tn excess of the goal.

The leadership and dedication of the

average church member was above average for a church 1 as the v1riter
can personally testify.

In every ·,,_ray the Lord had blessed the chu.rch

wonderfully, and the real danger was that the church could become
satisfied and cease to grow.

In fact, for the year of

points to the church having reached a plateau.

1975

all evidence

The growth that was

occurring was just Hmaintaince growth 11 or ne\,, people coming in at a
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rate of just replacing those lost for one reason or anothero

This should

have been obvious and of concern to almost everyone in the congregation
and thus the possibility became that the church members were consciously
choosing not to grow.

It is our Father's good pleasure to give us the

desire of our hearts.

So if the church desires to begin gro-v1ing again,

and "pays the price for growth 11 the inevitable result vlill be a groHing
church ..
1'.;STABLISHING PRIORITIES IN GRO\,JTH
It is an easy matter to get distracted from our primary purpose,
which is preparing men, c1omen, youth, boys, and girls for heaven.
must be successful in evangelizing souls for if

v1e

l;Je

fail in this eve

have failed in the one important task that the Lord has given us.
His command i.s,
Go therefore and make disciples of all the nations,
baptizing them in the name of the Father and the Son and
the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe all I have commanded
you; and lo, I am with you always, even to the end of the
age (Iv!atthe'tJ ,:28: 19-20) ..
As Christ 1 s disciple.s and ambassadors

\-Je

must make disciples, baptize

them 1 and teach them the Word of the :Lord.

A command gives no alter-

native but demands immediate obediencee
And we are given the directions on how to be effective ambassadors
for the Lord in Acts 1:8, nBut you shall rec0ive pmver when the Holy
Spirit hac; come upon you, and you shall be my witnesses both in Jerusalem,
and in Judea and Samaria, and even to the remotest part of the earth.n
A new Christian must immediately testify to the work of God in his or

her life (cf,.

10:9-10 and

people may be -vwn to the

10:32.-33) and

as a result..

some

However, it is necess<:lry in

the life of a Christian to be filled with the Holy

after a full

cleansing of the heart if we are to become effective witnesses for Him.
on a Gonsistent basis.,

An effective prayer life, the love of

God's Word, effective vdtnessing, and the kind of love God '..;ants Christ·D
ians to have betvwen each other in the Church :i.s dependent upon the

..

in the heart of

F''r the essence of the Holy

dwelling in the heart is divine love.,
enable us to love God \·lith all our
our

as

heart~

(Luke 10:27)..

mind~

soul, and

but Christ lives in

(Galatians 2 :20),
t:Jf

the Holy

, and

Our testimony needs to become

Paul who said, "It is no

like that of the

is thus the

It is this love that will

Spirit~

I who

Tne first

so that the

becomes love-centered and Christ-directed ..
This kind of
about the

and Christ-directedness
of

commands all Christians to
become H:ts

gro>'Jth.,

in
to

God's Word

and to

them to
"have

Since those filled v.ri th the Holy

the mind of Christ" (I Corinthians 2 :16), this reflects in a Chr:ishan
and boldness that leads the believer in the lord into
importance in the Church on evangelism ..
every

of the

the
gospels''

and

centers around relating
There is no room for

in
or

as making the church "a business" or making the
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gospel'' to be evangelism@

Priority is placed on obedience to the

ship of Jesus Christ over all of life, v1ho commands us to go and make
disciples.,

Like the Apostle Paul we

11

have become all things to all men,

that (':Je) may by all means save somen(I Corinthians 9:22).,

SETTING GOALS AND REACHING 'rHEM

of the Church of the

Dre Charles Crmv, Department of

Nazarene, began an article on church groHth by saying, "There is an
insidious concept in the American Church v/hich says

':Je

should not be
Lt;

concerned VIi th 'grov1th,
ever pastors and laymen

1

\.'le

should concentrate on 'ministry'/''··

1

:Jhen-

often

talking about church

find that one or more persons immediately, and often sincerely, react
against 1:1ha t

call a ''numbers game., n

The concern for

more

people for Christ is often met by saying that if the local co::1.g:regation
is active in all of its ministries,

will be automatic as God

adds to the church those viho need its
may be logica.l, but it is certainly not biblicaL
v1as

defending him.self before King Ag:rippa, the

This kind of
\Pnen the Apo6tle Paul
:replied to Paul 1 s

vigorous appeal,
''In a short time you ·,,.Jill persuade me to be a Christiane 11
And Paul ,said 1 ;'I vould to God, that 1-.rhether in a short or long
time, not only you, but also all v!ho hear me thiLc.; day, might
become such as I am, except for these chainse 11 (Acts 26:28-29) ..

42 Charles

Crm-t, llfmtorna tic Grm·Ith • • • Does It Happen" from
Church G:roHth America,n Volume I, Number 5, 'l'he Institute for American
Church Growth, Arcadia, California.
11
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These verses put forth the necessity of persuasion in relation to sharing
Of course, this cannot be done again.,st anyone 1 s

Christ \rri th others..

'dill as the old proverb says, "11. man convinced against his will, is of
the same opinion still. 11

Uc;ing persuasion does not lower

the~person

nor the gospel to the level of the salef:;man \riho might be a
or persuader of a product that someone cloesn''t really need.

11

·

huckstern
As II Corin-

thians .says it 1 nFor \rle are not lib:e many, peddling the vwrd of God, but
as from sincerity, but as from God, ,,Je speak in Christ in the sight of
Gods n

Concern foil church grm,rth and the practice of setbng goal13 does

not cheapen either Christ or His Church or the gospel; but it is a
natural and biblical way of getting a sense of direction, of taking
definite aim!

The Church Grovrth Committee
Early in

1976

at the request of the Conference Supel'intendent,

the church elected a Church Growth Committee of twenty-one people.

This

committee had four subcormni ttees voted by the Society meeting as follm-1s:
(1) Adults, (2) Youth,

(3) Children, and (/+) Bus Ninistrye

These sub-

committees met separately and the Church Grm·1th Committee met as a >vhole
two times in early

1976.

Among the proposals for growth from these

cornmj_ttees came some ambitious goals for the church in attenda.nce for
the next three years.
January 1,
year for

1976

TABLE X, page

77,

compares the enrollment for

VJith the goals in enrollment by the last Sunday of the

1976, 1977,

and

1978.

Because the last four months of the year

1ended themselves \•Jell for promotion as \r!ell as comparison, the Church

TABLE X
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THREE YEAR GOALS IN SUNDAY SCHOOL GROVJTH
I1A..DRA.S FREE METHODIST CHURCH

Fall 1975

DepSJ.rtments

Fall '76

Fall '77

Fall '78

Preschool De:eartment
Church Nursery (0 - 2)
(
Nursery Class
's)
Kindergarten I
CLt' s)
Kindergarten I I
(5' s)
Department totals
frimary

10

8
6
6
30

10
10
8
8

12
12
10
10

13
16
12
12
53

7
5
_2_
17

8
8
8

12

"3b

De:eart.P~' t

Primary I
(grade l)
Primary I I (grade 2)
Primary III (grade 3)
Department totals

3
3
Lr

10

11
ll

24

"34"

9
9
10

12
12
12
~

26
57
.J1._
100

L~o

,Junior Department
Junior I
(grade 4)
~Junior II
(grade 5)
Junior III (grade 6)
Department totals

7
Ll~

4
15'

6
7
_7_
20

"215"

Youth De;eartment
Junior High (?th & 8th)
Senior High (high school)
College & Careers (18 +)
Department totals

7
19
10

15
33
1
')
_(__

3"6

60

(new)
24
12
18

30
10

80
21+
l~·Lt-

Adul.t_ pe:eartment
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Adult
Department

I (class is named)
n
II

III
IV

ll
!!

v

Jl

VI

ll

totals

Total Enrollment
Attendance Goals (75%)

8

17
44

,::4

16

63

7b'

26
0
~

18
14
131

20
,::4
22
20
173

167
105

227
170

327
zLt-5

41+0
330

' ) ')

c_c_

(new)

;:o

22
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Growth Committee chose to use these months as the period of measuremnt of
progress~

The goal for attendance during this period was 75% of the enrollment
goal for the Sunday school as a

':~hole

and for each class.

Each subcom-

mittee set goals for the three years for the department as a 1"hole.

The

pastor in consultation with others worked out annual goals for each
class based on a fair portion of the goal for the depa_rtment according
to class strength arid potential.

These goals for the classe.s were

adopted by the Church Growth Committee at its second meetinc.

Implemen-

tation and acceptance by the individual classe.s of these r;oals was yet
to be acted upon as

of 1976 approached.

Four Church Growth Institutes were being held in the Oregon
Conference and one of these HaL'> being held in Redmond Free Methodist
Church on Hay

14 and 15 for a ten-hour session on Friday evening and

most of Saturday.

Every member of the Church Growth Committee and as

many others as possible vJere urged to attend and receive help and
inspiration from the Institute..

The Oregon Conference was promoting

these Institutes through the Church Growth Steering Committeee
Iv!oti va tinr; for Church Grmvth
Perhaps the foremost task of the pastor is to motivate the
church for grovrt,h..

Since evangelism is the central task of the Church

and it is the responsibility of all Christians to, noo and make
disciples 1 ' (l'1atthew 28 :19), then the pastor should be leading the
people into evangelistic VIork both by vwrd and examplee

This means
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orienting the church toward unchurched peopleo

It means programing to

reach out and touch the lives of people \vho do not knmv Christ in their
hearts to challenge then, at least give them an opportunity, to accept
God's way of sal vat ion in J esu.s Christ$
The administrative style of the nastor.

'n:te task of motivating

the church for grovJth is largely dependent on the pastor as primary
leader~

Certainly his is not the

vihole

task, but unless he is motivated

to seek the lost for Christ, he cannot expect the laymen of the church
to be so motivated.,

Some pastors inspire people and this motivates them

in the direction and toward objectives that the pastor has concern aboute
This type of motivation il3 generally termed

11

charisma 11 and this is not

something learned, but a gift which is the Greek meaning of the vwrdo
Other pastors may also be good leaders even though they lack ncharisma .. 11
They do .so by becoming good managers vthich is a learned role.

An effec-

tive manager is a decision maker, a problem .solver, one vJith a po.sitive
attitude who enjoys his vJorke

Joseph R.. Green compares these two methods

of leadership as follows:
Leadership is a
1
management is an art and a science;
leadership is visionary,
management deals with realistic perspectives;
leadership is seeking effectiveness,
management seeks efficiency;
leadership is providing direction,
management provides controls;
leadership is striving on opportunity,
management lives for the job well done;
leadership is using a lot of heart,
h2
management i,s using a lot of heade ·:J

43From an article by Joseph R. Green,
for the Pa.stor 11

1'sour:-ce

unlu1o'crn.

11

Principles of l1anagement
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Much of the work accomplished in the area of church growth comes
because of leadership by objective, or the application of management
principles$
a pastore

This is often quite different than what laymen expect from
They often look for.nchad.sma 11 in a good leader rather than

looking for a good manager.

Of course a good leader who is the pastor

may possess both the qualities of charisma and good managment development,
But the pastor '.vithout charisma (speaking atrictly in the popv.lar sense)
can be just as effective if he deve1op5 good management skills..

And in

the training of pastors this means the 'bow to - practical courses'' are
perhaps just as important as the other

11

regular courses 11 of training he

needs to takee
A '.vell-vJri tten_job description.

One of the more obvious and yet

often overlooked ways to motivate people is by giving them a good job
description when

accept any position.

'rhe reason for thir'> is

because people are often confused and frustrated in doing something
when they do not have a clear idea of uhat they are .supposed to do.
Too many pastors and other leader.s assume that people knov: more thaE
they do, and Hhen the jo:) is not done or not_ done well the person ics
blamed and probably the one in charge thinks simply of removing the
person from the position and getting .someone else to do it.

This

reflects poor management because good procedure is to have a clear
description of the dutieo and expectations whenever the individtml accepts
the re,sponsibility of a certain job in the churche

A job description

should be a vwitten statement of the goals, activities, organizational
relationships, and accountability.
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Delegating the

responsibilities~

People v.rho are given a job to

do and then not allov1ed to perform it because the leader does not trust
them are poorly motivated.
gate.

Good management involves knov1ing how to dele-

Delegation by definition is the entrusting of authority to others

v!ho must then decide to perform the necessary actiono

Thies creates

responsibility and accountability 1·1hich are best clarified by a job
description.

m·m,

11

Delegation seldom means thrusting a person

11

out on hi.s

but does leave decisiom'i and actions in the hand13 of the person

v1hose responsibility it is.

Hotivation comes because of this responsi·-

bili ty and accountability, and out of a sense of v1orth and purpose.
Delegation can also be gradual or immediate depending upon the need
and the administrative ::;tyle of the pastor or other person in 1eadership and authority.
Concern for the 1ost and obedience to Christ.

The area of

motivation vJOuld not be comp1ete 1'Ji thout naming the reasons that motivated the Christians in New Testament times, because these are also the
primary motivating factors in church grovJth today

A

Christ, the risen

Lord, commanded al1 Christians to go and make disciples of all peoples
(Na tthe\·l 28: 19).

Obedience to this command meaEs Christians are

motivated to go to their famil;y, friends, and neighbors to 'di tness to
them about the saving power of Jesus Christ and ;seek to persuade them
to become His disciples.

Jesus said,

1

~nd

as Moses lifted up the

serpent in the vlilderness, even so must the Son of Jvian be lifted up:
that whoever believes may in Him have eternal 1ife 11 (John

3 :11+-15).

This does not mean He will draw all men without exception, but that all
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men will be drawn to Him without rlistinction, whatever their age, social
class, nationality or native intelligencee

It is God's purpose to save

men and Christians are His chosen vessels to bring the good tidings of
great joye
Bu.t our motivation should go beyond the necessity of obedience.
As fvlcGavran says,
Vie may say that the groHth of the church Has
dependent U]JOD men corning to feel abou.t salvation
the i·Jay God feels about it, and yeilding themselves
to God as ready instrumenta for Hia elillG +-.-

'I'his concern for the loatness of man v1ithout Christ i.ssues forth in love

and from love.

Because it shaHs love to the other person it is an un-

selfish, generous love that reaches out as not possible othervli.se.

Thus

there is no higher motivation than having a concern for the lost burning
in the heart.
Finding Rec_eJ2ti ve People
Jv!adras F1·ee Methodist Church '\cJas made up of a variety of people
with various occupations, but it
community.

~1as

not a cross section of the ·,·Jhole

One of the distinguishing characteristics of the church was

a high standard of ethics as promoted by the Di.sciplinee

Hernber.s of the

church, for instance, were not allmved to drink alcoholic beverages,
smoke tobacco, belong to lodges, or to gamble.

Expectations were that

the Lord's day vJould be observed, good stev·Jardship \·JOuld be faithfully
practiced, attendance at services would be regular, and that all members

1+4

Op .. cit.,

~

1£ ~!!!:..Church,

p. 19.
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community.

FIGURE VII, page 87, shows the present deployment of workers

according to the measuring standards given by Donald HcGavran and Win
Arn in their book,

~

.!.2_ ~.!!. Churche

45

They give five classes of

leaders as follows:
Class I

those who serve the existing church, such as
Sunday school teachers, trustees, stewards,
Choir members, ushers, people \•iho phone or
visit the sick and needs, and such others.

Class II

volunteer vtorkers who actively reach out to
others in the community who need Christ, such
as inviting people to services or Ghristian
Growth groups, visitation of prospects and
newcomers to the community, bus mini.stry workers, and others part of an outreach ministry.

Class III - leaders of smaller churches who may be parpaid or unpaid earning a living at another
occupation~ such as part-time lay pastors
establishing a new church which may be now
meeting in a home.
Class IV

leaders of churches that are established,
such as pastors, directors of Christian education, church business managers, all of whom
receive their income through the congregation.

Class V

leaders of denominations such as superintendents,
bishops, and denominational executives~ especially
those who travel from one congregation to ano:bher
or even from one country to ancthere

Orsanizing for

putr~h

In order for the Madras Free Methodist Church to begin growing
again, the necessity was for an increase in Class II leaders, and also
probably an increase in one Class IV leader$

Class I leaders were very

important for the functioning of the church, for without this large
group of volunteers who contributed so liberally of their time and

!.-
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energy, the Jvladras church ->Vould have been impoverished and would have had
to close its doors.

However, the primary purpose of the Church is to

reach out in the name of our Lord to the lost.

If everyone carried on

the work of maintaining the church, and even demanded all of the pastor's
time, who vwuld do the vmrk of outreach?

FIGURE VII, page

87, distinguishes

between these important vJorkers by calling Class I workers nmaintainance 0
vJorkers, and Class II workerG are called

11

outreach'' 1:10rkers.

i:Jhat \-ras needed vJas a balance of at least ten per cent of the
people involved in outreach, or an increase of about five per cent in
Class II workers.

Home Bible Study leaders who were under the direct

leadership of the :pastor, and vj_.si tation workers need to be added to
increase ''outreach 11

workers~

Perhaps the most urgent need vtas for Gome

bus ministry eJOrkers, v1hich vJOuld all be Class II leaders.

Then there

vJa.s a need for people to go to the homes of the community Hi th literature
distribution, which would be a means of discovering people v1ho are interested and might respond to the Lord.
immediately while the interest

\~as

These should be follO\·Jed up

kindled, a.s \-Jell as those \\Tho have

shown interest by visiting the services of the church..

A regular visita-

tion night should be set aside for this in addition to the spontaneously
made visits and planned visits at other times..

All those invol·ved in

the outreach ministry need training programs, clear job descriptions,
and an accountability to the pastor and Official Board (Society meeting).
I,ncreasing the Church Staff
In Hay of

1973

the church voted in the annual Society meeting to

dra1·.r up a job description and hire a Director of Christian Education.
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The church \vas experiencing rapid grm·rtb over a ten-month period at the
time, and attendance had almost doubled.

Because of a difference of

opinion over who should be hired, especially one man \·Jho was available
and attending the church, the matter

wa.t3

effectively tabledo

The rate

of grm·Jth 1:1as then such that probably the church would have grown to
200 - 300 in attendance within the three-year period of the 'dri ter' s
pac.;tora te, in his opinions

Vihenever the position vJas tabled the rapid

grovJth ceased and the church moved into a h1o year period of a slo'uer
grm-Jth rat£';.

But during these b.vo years, the church had stabilized

the new leadership that came into the fellowship during the first year
of rapid grmvth, and it seemed more ready to accept the idea of having
more than one full-time sta.ff per.son c-Jithout the previous dissension
of opinion among the membership.
During thj_s two year period the church did choose co nlre a
J

'

•

part-time secretary for the pastor that beca.me a two-day a Heek paid
position.

Finances also greatly increased until the church came into

a much more favorable position to be able to afford a second staff
person in 1976.

1"Ji th

the change in pastors due at Annual Conference,

the opportunity to have a man or woman to assist the pastor, as
as have a secretary half-time had become a real po.ssibilitye

'!I ell

'J.'hi.s

increase in Class IV worker.s could mean a real increase in attendance
in the church, especially if thi.s person had at least half of his or her
responsibilities in the outreach area rather than in maintainance.

This

could mean responsibility for the bus ministry and the program of visitation, as well as the area of Christian education.
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DEPARTHENTltLIZATION OF THE SUNDAY SCHOOL
Steps vrere taken at the a.nnual Society meeting in

to adapt to

the plan for reorganization of the Sunday school as provided for in the

1974 Disciplineo

In organizing for grov1th the departments of the \-Jork of

Christian education were set up as age-group units under the direction of
the Board of Christian Educatione
Preschool Department
The preschool children of the Ivladras church had already been departmentalized for about hw years in 1976.

The Preschool Director had

the responsibilities of seeing that all classe.s in the department had
teachers, and that the Nursery had enough good '..Jorkerri to provide a dequately for all the needs of young parents at Sunday

ser~ices,

Wednesday

evening meetings, and special occasions such as special meetings.
Nursery vwrkers for

services~

The church Nursery for infants and

toddlers had been enlarged to two rooms within the above time to care
for the rapid increase in children of this age.

A

11

dutch doorn \vas

installed behreen the bJO rooms (see FIGURE III, page 68) and carpet
cvas laid on the floor.
Crib Nursery

room~

Several baby beds vvere bought and placed in the

\11orkers were regularly employed from sources outside

the church to care for infants and toddlers during services a.s stated
aboves

In planning for growth, little change would be needed in the

Nurr5ery except for more beds in the Crib Nursery e
Preschool classes.

A Nursery Class \vas provided for bJO and three

year olds as the need was seen to teach even these ages.

As the church

continued to grmv, the need for reorganization would be to move the
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Nursery Clas::; to the a.rea of the Kindergarten Class for ease in the opening assembly held weekly fo::- the preGchool classes toe;ether.

J<'IGURE 9j

page 99, shows the first step needed to adequately care for both the
Nursery Class and Kindergarten Class based on the Church Grovrth Committee's
goals for the fall of 1976.

As the sj_-ze of these groups increase, it

1r1ill become necessary to divide the Kindergarten into Lf·-year olds and
5-year olds as shown in FIGURE 10, page 100.
pupil was based on 20 square feet per person.

The Amount of room needed per
Also, Joybells was the

Heekday prog:c-am for preschoolers meeting from 9:30 to 11:00 A.M. on each
Vfednesda;y, and thi.s program vJas planned >·Jell for

as described

of this projecL

on page

Primary Department
Important

were made for the older children as the plan

for reorganization was inaugurated at the Society meeting in the spring
of 1976.

The C.Y .C0 (Heralds) program vias placed under the Primary

Department Director who then was giving direction to the programs for
Sunda.;y school and
for years.

cluhs

\'Jell, much as the

2d3

F.H~Y.

had done

Thio should be a real help for grm1th, es.pecially as pros-

are follov1ed up from both Sunday school and C. Y.c.

FIGURE

9, page

99, provide.s for a removal of the dall betv;een 1r·Jhe:re the Primary I and
1

Primary II classes nou meet$

This important change VJould be a shift

from individual teachers and a smaller number of children in one room,
to a concept in accordance with Aldersgate literature.
a lead teacher and regular assistants in the classroom..

This would mean
Instead of

dividing classes as they grovi, the Primary Class would be kept together
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as the goal of 34 Primary children is reached in 1978e

The class l•rould

move into the Fireside Room after a folding door is installed along a
beam in the ceiling.

FIGURE 10, page 100, shows a suggested table arrange-

ment for a,s many as 36 students pre:::>ent, \'lhile having from three to five
teachers vJOrking together.'
Junior Department
The Junior I and Junior II clac:;ses would follovJ a similar pattern
of reorganization for grmrths

Both the Junior and Primary claG.ses could

grmJ r1ui te rapidly as a reEmlt of the bus ministry proposals as given in
Chapter V.,

The Junior classes would first be combined and moved into

a larger room as shmvn in FIGURE 9, p1:ge 99, and then changed to the
Fireside Room v1hen grouth demands it@

The C. Y .c. (Cadets) program \·Joulci

be under the ,Junior Department Director in the <3ame t·w.y as the Primary
Department would be orGanized.

The Junior Department Director llould thus
1

have charge of only three age groups (classeS! and could concentrate on
making the ministry to the

age children effective, reaching the

goal of 36 enrolled by the fall of 1978 with effort, but easilye
Youth Department
The Youth Department wac:> organized for grovJth at a Society meeting
in January of 19'?6 according to the reorganization plan (see FIGURE 2,
page 67) e

This 1vas done because the pastoral assistant, 'red l'hsley, uas

coming in March for a six month period.

This provided for planning and

coordination to more properly uGe thif:: young mc:n1 in the church's outreach.
At the same time a College and Careen; Director was elected having respon-sibilities comparable to the F.M.Y. and Young Teen directors.

These three

en
.J(

to accomplish these goals would be set forth, adopted, and \'Iorked at, such
goal setting becomes a useles.s exercise.,

140uld be something all are

~:rilling

to do; other-

wise these goals become just empty hopes and dreams.

Gro~.o1th

does not come

if the

11

price for

gro··t~th 11

The church must decide in prayer

automatically, but come.s at the price of prayer, .svJeat, and faithfulness ..
Leadership must be motivated for growth and methods employed that will
bring grovrth a.s responsive people are reached by the goc.11Jele

The potential

Has present at the Madras church, but the church v:aG not yet motivatede
A compassion \vas needed like that of our Lord,
And Geeing the multi tudef5, He felt compassion for them,
because they were distressed and dmmcast like sheep >di thout
a shepherd. Then He said to His disciples, '~he harvest is
plentiful, but the vJOrkers are fevi.. 1'herefore beseech the Lord
of the harvest to send out Harkers into His harvest .. n
(Hatthev: 9:36-38)
The most important method of outreach by volunteer workers of the Nadras
J.i'ree Hethodi:ot Church was the bus ministry, a subject involved enough
the next chapter is devoted to it exclusively.
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CHAPTER V

BUILDING A SUCCESSFUL BUS MINISTRY
INTRODUCTION
In December lf 19'75 at the annual fall Society meeting, the
motion for the church to begin a bus ministry was adopted by an overwhelming vote.,

At the next Society meeting, \4hich was held in late

January of 19?6, a Bus

~J!inistry

Committee of five men was elected with

the chairman being the Director of the Bus Ministry..

This comm:i.ttee

had the responsibility of launching the bus ministry and helping the
director in hj.s job of proposing rules for the use of buses.,

The

Director of the Bus Ministry was not made anmv-erable to thi:s committee,
but to the Society meeting and perhaps more directly to the pastor$
His task was priw.arily that of developing a bus ministry, the training
of >·mrkers, and then the giving of enthusiastic and inspiring leadership ..
The success of the bus ministry rested primarily upon the shoulders of
the Director of the Bus Ministry ..
\'{£3 Have a .Biw Min:i.stu?

Although the church had decided to launch the program and had
chosen a willing and dedicated leader to direct a bus ministry, the
purpose behind the program would determine not only its success but
also how the program was developede
The greatest single reason.

Coggin and Spooner published a book-

let that says well the most important reason for developing this ministry,
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Perhaps the
reason for having a bus miniotry lies in the potential for evangelistic outreach--·;:t tnesGine;
to the saving power of Jesus Christ to those around us.
The Great Commission is the reason v1hy to have a bw3
The command, nGo the:cefore and make

of all the nations, bap-

t,

th:;ing them in the name of the Father and the Son and the

teaching them to observe all that I have cormnanded you; and lo, I am \•rith
you ahJays, even to the end of the age 11
filled to a much

a bus

that can be reached

This method of going to the people instead of

them to come to the church has real merit
shovJS a lack of
the f1aster's

fv'l8. t the1:1 28:19-20) , can be ful~

with a bus ministry because individuals

and families can be reached
no other way..

(

Command~

concern.
11

for

for
to come

Real love for the lost will accept

Go out into the

and along the

and compel them to come in, that my house may be filled 11 (I,ukc 14:24)$
Th~ts

also means our greatest concern will be for children and the poor

to be reached, because not only are these
but among these come the most

Other inmortant reasonse
a bus ministry, too..
they are asked, but

most churches
people to be

rc~ached

by a bus

'J.'here are other good reasons for having

Often people ':JOuld like to attend church when
decline.

The negative respon.se may be overcome

simply because the bus ministry provides transportation..

Riding vdth
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may seem to the one

another

'~Jho

needs transporation too great

of pride are oversome because

a burden on them, but these

the purpose of the bus is to help people

there.

Also, children,

youth, and adults actually become interested and are attracted to a
Church because of the bus.

Showing

that you care enough to

want them opens a ministry to many doors that vJOuld othen1ise be closed.
And the bus stopping at their door mal.::es the Church
being on the same street within walking distance®

as close as
"The bus ride is

School Class.

the opening exercises for their

Also, the

bus cal::Jtain becomes a real arm of the church going into the
community that he har3 been assigned

to ~n47
_

All of these reasons still

center in evangelistic concern.
]5~

to a Successful Bus Hi_nist_ry
Every book written on the bus minit:;try has one definite \vord on

the subject to say.

In order to have a bus

that is effective,

there must be a dedicated person in charge that has this as the total
of that person&
committee or should not be
'
~ ~' ' t -clme.
. '
,.1-tB
glve
su:tilclen'

"The program should not be directed

a

ced under the preacher if he is unable to

'
borne
peop 1 e ca ll_ \,Lh'
_ls person th e Bus
v

+?Ha1ly Beebe! All About the ~ ......;;;;;;,;;;;.;;...;.;;;.,"- (1970, Sword of the
Lord, Murfreesboro, Tennessee), p. z.:;.
1

~- 8 David

Powers, Church Bus Director's Handbook (1973, David
Pov1ers, v!illiamstmvn, vJ~rgi.;ia) ,=
"1 - -

p.

but
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our church had chosen to have a volunteer worker called the Director of
the Bus Iv!inistry who was in charge of the program vJho was directly responsible to the pastor and the .Society meeting.
PREPARATION FOR A .SUCCESSFUL BUS HINISTRY
· 'I'here is a lot of prejudice in churches against children and
young people, especially if they don't act properly during church
services or if they are rm1dy before or after services.

The problems

of having a number of children suddenly appear in church services vlill
be dealt with under the section on incorporating children into the church.
The concern now is that we should see children as Jesus sees them and
put the importance on them He put on them.

Certainly the fastest and

surest way to evangelize any community is to begin with the children.
By only tolerating them or pretending to accommodate them means a church
doesn't really care about these young souls, and this 1:rill be communicated
to the children and their parents.

In launching a bus ministry the church

should be informed and ready for problems as they arise, and have a
vision for ministry to carry through.
Training ltJorkers
An effective bus ministry 1:1ill bring a large number of nei:J .P\"Ople
into the church and there should be the necessary enlistment and training
of 1:10rkers prior to and during the launching of the bus ministry.

Be-

sides bus workers, additional workers will be needed for Sunday school
classes and weekday clubs.

(C.Y.C., etc).

Also, preparation for
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receiving the children into v1orship services must be made by enlisting
11

adoptive parents 11 who will teach new children how to worship and show

interest in their families as \-JelL

And the question of how many bu,ses

and what routes and other use of the buses naturally ariseso
Director of the Bus Ministr;y.

The director's qualifications

include al1 the traits necessary in the bus captains,
the helpers..

the drivers, and

He must be an example of these things in order to lead

others in becoming

vJha t

they need to be and doing v;ha t they need to do.,

The following list of traits that the director needs to have in order
to instill them in the vJOrkers under him' is given:
L

lvfaturi ty is necessary in order to lead people without irritating them and to inspire the recognition necessary for
leadership acceptance ..

2.

Faithfulness is necessary in discharging duties because without it other \vorkers will tend to lack faithfulness and the
whole program \vill collapse.,

3.

Dedication is necessary in order to put in the time necessary
to do a good job and to instill dedication in the other
workers.

4.

Heart purity is necessary in order to have the evidence of
a life separated from the world, which shows in speech,
habits, and appearance.

5.

AVictorious

spirit is needed, one that encourages and uplifts

others, rather than being

11

down in the dumps 11 , grouchy,
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~

to criticize others..

or

is a readiness to

Also of

another's work and
and ehurch and

other

upon the director and also

will be no more

than their
is necessary

so that >·JOrkers \vill

the

as to how to get the

~s

advice and

done

is necessary to be able to train the Bus

in the safe and
~~!.:!';~~;;,

and

of the

:i.s necessary because if a director is not

enthused~

then neither will the workers go do the

necessary hard work with the enthursiasm to con·vince others
of the

of what

are

and to come ..

10.,

workers
without

and well-defined

t

in the

or

to reach these goals, will not succeed ..
,;;,;;,;;;.;;;;.;;;;;;;;.,;a.....,;;..;;;...,..;;.;;;;;;;;,;;;;..,..o;,;:;.=,;,;;;,;;;.;;,.;;.

is necessary because a direc;tor i'lill

have to live with pressure from the

,

teachers~
~

pressures without

but rather c:ontinthat

and satan wants to
God's Church!

and other like

is God's will

this work, but he will not
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12.

Cooperation is necessary so there is peace and harmony

~vith

the driver and helpers, so he or she should be able to show
love and appreciation for others.
The llirector of the Bus Ministry needs to be one who cares about
leading the lost to Christ.

This means personally being a soul-winner,

so the bus workers will be encouraged to be soul 1.-Jinners.

The bu.s min-

istry needs to be directed in such a \vay that people's opportunity for
eternal life is not marred by negligence or lack of concern.

If the

director is not engaged in the bus ministry for the sake of saving soul.s,
then he will soon become discouraged and be ready to quit.
talk constantly of souls being saved.

So, he must

He must pray for the ':JOrkers daily,

thank God for them, and ask His blessings upon each of them..

This \Ifill

be a ministry of the Lord.
Church Bus t;aptains.

The Bus Captain is the key to a successful

bus ministry because this is the person who is responsible for building
up his or her route.
1.

Qualifications for bus captains are as follows:

Ma turi t_;z is necessary becau<;e a captain must be a good leader,
able to get along with other church vtorkers and able to
convince parents to allov1 their children to ride the church
bus.

2.

Faithfulness is necessary both in discharging responsibilities
as a leader and in attendance at all church services.

3.

Dedication is necessary in order to visit at least three hours
on Saturday and to ride the bus to make the route each

time~
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Lr.

Heart purity is nec<:ssary in order to evidence a life separated from the 1-10rld in speech, habits, and appearance in
personal contacts with })eoplee

5.

Cooperation is necessary so there is peace and harmony ·v;ith
the driver and helpers, so he or she should be able to shmv
love and appreciation for others.

6.

A pleasing pe:rsonali ty is necessary because children \·Jill not
ride unless the captain is pleasant and shows joy, which
brings an atmosphere of happiness and a good time to the
bus rides.

7.

Dependabilit.;:[ is necessary because children and adults need
to knov1 the bus comes on time, and the director and the
church needs to have the riders brought to the church on
time@

'I'he bus captain needs at all times to remember that he or she is
a part of a team and as such is subject to the guidance and leadership
of the Director of the Bus Ministry.

The reasons for decisions may not

ahmys be seen, and there may be disagreements sometimes, but it must be
clear that the director is in charge..

If this authority is not respected,

then how can the :eus Captain expect the .same thing from the bus workers
under him or her.

Respect for authority begins by respecting it person-

ally ..
Again the primary purpose of the bus captain is to save souls.
Saturday visitation time must be of first importance above other things.
And, Saturday visitation time is not for taking time to lead people to
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Christ but to enlist riders.

Visits should be short and to the point,

and another time should be set up for Bible study and leading them to
Christ.

Throughtout everything that is done, a Ch:dst-like spirit should

prevail for the task is to minister.
Church bus drivers.

A bus driver has an unusual and re',varding

place of service for Christ and the congregation.

As an indispensible

member of the team, his or her first concern is for the safety of the
passengers and for getting them to services on time.

The bus driver

should thank God for the privilege of being a part of this ministry
and can count those tvon to Christ as personal work just as any other
bus worker.

\rJhile driving, the bus driver should keep his or her mind

on the job, and the driver is never to leave the bus unattended, for
this is the job he or she haso

Others can leave to do the things like

escorting chi1dren across the street and knocking on doors.

To be a

bus driver, the requirements are:
1.

Be at least 21 years of age.

2.

Be of good moral character and a committed Christian.

3·

Hold a current driver's 1icense and qua1ify physically ..

4.

Be trained in the operation of a school bus and know the
laws regulating buses.

5.

Be courteous, dependable, and neat in appeara.nce.

There is not usually as much glory associated with being a bus
drj_ver, and the importance of driving the bus is not really appreaciated
by many, but the glory that comes from the Lord ma};:es it worth it all.

lll

Being a bus driver requires sacrifice, and he or she should realize that
the honor of sacrificing for the cause of Christ is worth it that others
might be savedo

The bus driver should also realize that his or her

responsibility is primarily one thing--the safe operation of a bus 1 \vhich
is a grave responsibility..

The bus driver should kno1:J that he or she i.s

part of a team that is being used of God to bring the multiudes to the
Lord Jesus Christ ..
Church bus helpers.

Each church bus has a team consisting of a

captain, a driver, and one or more helpers.
in the success of the bus ministry.

The helper has a vital role

vJhen this person does the job well

it often makes the difference between buses which run a fourth to a half
full, and buses filled with riders.

Responsibility for this team member

is primarily for the program on the bus..

'L'he following are several good

reasons for having a program on the bus:
l.

It solves many of the discipline problems that would occur if
there was not a ]:Jrogram, because children grouped together
are going to do something!

2.

It is a good opportunity to learn things of the Lord.

Prob-

ably most programs will have singing and a good Bible story
that holds attention, helping them to learn God's \>lord.

3.

It is a good opportunity to promote Bible memorization, giving them verses from God's \·lord that will help them the
rest of their life.

4..

It helps children enjoy the ride to and from Sunday school
and church services, and makes a happy bus!

Most of the success of the helper will depend on personal commitment to Jesus Christ..

This means the helper will be there to minister

and not to be ministered to, though such unselfish service vJill ahrays
have its rewards..

There must be a great love for children shown in

everything that is done and how people are treated..

Christ died for the

lost and lost children certanily will be welcome in the kingdom..

Get-

ting up early on Sunday morning and helping visit on Saturday are sacrifices, but these times can be the most valuable and rewarding times in
a helper's life.,

A helper must remember that the Bus Captain is in

charge and that the team must cooperate and work together for a successful bus ministry ..
.Sunda;y: .School teachers and other workers..

The continued success

of a Church bus ministry will depend on the teacher of the Su.nday School
Class and the work of others from the one who directs them to a class
and includes the pastor's attitude..
can hurt a bus route..

An unprepared Sunday School teacher

Preparing a lesson on Saturday night or even Sun-

day morning means an unprepared teacher \·Jho cannot teach interesting
lessons..

The 1:1hole purpose for bringing those in buses is to hear the

\·iord of God in .Sunday School and worship service, that they might respond
and have life in Christ..

And it is beh1een the tvw--failure to prepare

and teach, and failure to visit--that a bus route and even a bus ministry
Hill die!

How, then, does a teacher prepare to meet the new people and have
interesting lessons?

First, the teacher must plan to be at the church

at least 15 minutes before class starts for prayer, last minute class
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room readiness, and to greet each per.son as they come.

First

impression~,

are often lasting impressions and the tea.cher is a repre'sr;n tati ve of
Christo

'rhe nevJ person needG compliments and genuine smiles of acceptance
A good way for "first arrivals 11

and they need to have love shoHn to them.

to be greeted is to have an "interest center 11 in the department room
to take them to as they come.
Then the teacher needs to have interesting lessons by a mastery
of the materialo

Yet the teacher does not have to teach

material, for the concern is to use
effect life-changing attitudes.

~:he

11

allll the

ma ted.al and other resources to

In an atmosphere of love and acceptance,

the teacher should evangelize in the class every v,-eek.
directly responsible for evangelism as

&.

'rhe teacher is

part of the instruction.

The

good teacher handles the \lord of God in c·mch a >vay that the art of soulv:inning is a regular part of the teachingc

And the teacher is qualified

in that he or she has a deep personal knm-Jledge of the saving povter of
Christ and is involved in regular Bible study, both at home and in a
weekday Bible study group.
The greatest qualification of a teacher is that he or she love
those in the clasc3 and others we are trying to reach vJi th the love of
Christ.

A teacher may be ideally prepared and posse.ss good qualifications

as a teacher 1 but if

tho~3e

in the class are not loved enough to call on

them in the home and does not love them enough to lead them to Christ,
then that teacher has failed to fulfill the calling of Christ as a
teacher.

God's love should burn wi tb.in the teacher as the cballenr;e

is accepted in full.

:n4
'rhe pastor and other persons who are a part of the leadership of
the church should also reflect this same love and care that expresses
itself in acceptance and outreach into the community..
is the purpose of the

church~

For evangelism

There should be greeters at the doors

both before Sunday school and before and after the worship services of
the church to give a warm v1elcome and to help people to
go if they don't know ..

knov1

where to

Again, first impressions are important!

And a

genuine sm:i.le and enthusiasm are contagious, and people want to be a
part of something that is interesting and exciting.

Thus the outreach

into the community provided by the bus ministry will become the work
of the whole church..

While it is only one of the means of reaching

out to others, for it to be effe€ti:ve there must be support and cooperation from the church as a whole in order to succeed.

s.ecuri.lt.E.

~uses.

When Nadras Free Methodist Chu:rch voted to launch a bus ministry,
a treasurer \..ras also designated to receive funds and gifts to pay for
one or more buses immediately began to pour in for the pro,ject...

Some

churches rent buses, but there seemed to be no buses available from
local sources, so the church decided to buy used buses.
How

man~

buses?

The cost of buying a bus is a definite factor

in deciding how many buses..

The costs vary greatly and the church wanted

to spread the money as far as possible but yet 1tJi th the vlisdom of buying
buses that weren't worn out and in bad need of repair..

"It seems that

ehurch~:.:s

many

r-ay from ~bl200., to $2500.,. ea.eh for these buses .. 11

in recent years have
buses

because of demand

I~o9

and the

to

from $150., to $500 .. that are worth anything and not in

bad need of

is about gone.,

Bus Cow.mittee had suggested that buses be

or more

passengers~

66 or 72 passengers for the Madras

those

Several reasons were given for thi.s

turning around on

roadst the cost of .repai:ring, and it

easier on the

The decision was to avoid the smaller van because of the cost per mile
and the :Lnitial cost of buying is similar for the van and a 60-passenger

lnl.s.,

In relation to cost and size,

Beebe says,

There are many reasons for
a
One
is the
of it., If a ma.n has a
a van that holds twelve
and he fills it he thinks he
has done a tremendous job! If you
with a 60passenge:r bus he still looks for
Very
it 1 s just as easy to
a
i.t
bus.,5°
Also~

the

bus would be more

needs ,a .bus for such a.s

for other

camps and retreats for

the church
or adults on

the
Then there is the
hm" wany buses should the church

to initiate a bus

had not been settled at the time of this writi.ng at Madras, but

A..
(1973 9 Church Gro,·;th

5°Beebe~ op$ cit~, P~ 32.

of
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certainly many people had in their mind.s starting vii th one
another v:hen that one succeeds-

CJ.. nd

add:ing

But as Pm-1ell v1rote, nHorst of the

churches that begin with only one bus

fa:il. 1 ~l

~'here are some notable exceptions to this of the churches
that have begun with only one bus and been very successful., But
the fact there seems to be a direct relationship between failure
and starting with one bus should be seriously weighed. Here
again the reason for failure is not L3imply beginning with just
one bus but not seeking and follouing God' :3 will.,5;2

thclt start-

Both Powell and others are convinced from

ing \•Ji th one bus seems open to many pitfalls that re.sul t ultimately in
failure.

And failure has an immunizing effect so that churches blamed

the bus ministry concept rather· than
vision and vwrk.

preparation or lack of

There vmuld be an advantage in

several bus

teams in that thce!y could learn from each other and the competition
beh.reen the.se teams can encourage each other.
would have more problems to overcome@

One team going it alone

In talking vvith several churches

in the area about their bus ministry, there VIas a general admittance of
failm:·e.

All had just one bus, Hhich usually didn 1 t have ,.;orkeTs with

preparation or vision, so it had jurst degenerated to providing transporta tion for Ewme children each vJeekm

.Since the H::-cdra.s Church has suffi-

cient resources to buy two buses, all indicators said
number the bus ministry should start vii th.

th~t

this is the

And with vision and enthusiasm

on the pctrt of the Director of the Bus Ministry and the Bus Captains,

5lPowell, .£E.:.,
52

Ibid .. , p.

2i:E.:.,

31.

P• 30.
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this ministry could be launched successf"ully and be a tremendous evangelistic outreach into the homes of nealy ';1,000 people in Jeflerson County
\vithin easy access of the church, the majority of which are not part
of any church or religious organization.
Choosing the Routes.
There are several good directions for bus routes.
should definitely go through Hetolius

One route

miles southwest of Hadras,

('+

populat-ion 30U) and also through Culver l9 miles southwest of :Madras,
population lflU).

Although Culver had two churches and Netolius had

one, there were many children (and families) who c..rere not in church
and these were responsive to people trom our church picking children
up and bringing them to church..

Another route would be

area, paying particular attention to bel-Air

addi~ion,

the I'lladras
~orth

unit

and Mountain View subdivision near the elevators, and trailer courts.
both the aoove named routes Hould yeild riders and have the potential
of oeing divided into two rom.::es each.

'l he
1

Director would want to

assign areas to be visited so there would not be overlapping and doors
knocked on tvJice.

Since other churches in the area did not have

successtul bus routes, there would be little danger of

~aking

children

avmy i·rom other churches or picking up riders from other churches.
Beginning the

~outes ..

The Director should take the new bus Captain volunteer and tour
the area assigned for starting the route.

Jvluch prayer and the practical

aspects of looking for signs of children would indicate what homes to

ll8
start visi1;ing.

The Director should then go visiting with the .ous

Captain on the Saturday oefore beginning

~he

route on Sunday.

A mini-

mum of three hours each Saturday should oe spent, usually talking to
tne children first anu then to the parents, so the best time to go
would typically be from ':;):00 to lc::UU on Saturday morning.
visiting on the

rou~e

Sometimes

vJOuld nave to be done during the week or in

other spare times depending on the Cap,,ain s juo and otner tactors, but
three hours a '.veek should be the minimum..

The easiest way would not

oe to go door-to-door, but to tollm-1 leads or
of children playing outside • .))
wi~n

star~

talking to a group.

And contacting chilaren should oe done

contagious enthusiasm, plus handing the parents a orochure exvisi~or

plaining who the

is and what the

visi~or

is doing, lirst

with tne chilaren then ac;king their parem:s please may they go:
Then on Sunday morning the .bus Captain should call every home
on the route (that has a phone) shor~ly after 8:00 o'clock saying,
'"l'his is your ous captain to tal\:e you to tne .l!'ree Methodist Church
chls morning and l ll be by at 9:00 to pick you up \or whatever the
time).

Goodoye."

is home

tel~ing

JJoor hangers are needed to hang whenever no one

them you·ll oe oy next Sunday.

As the bus approaches

the home the driver should begin honking and if ~he chilaren and/or
o-cher riders don"·t come ou·c lmmedia tely, the Captain should tnen knocK
on tue door..
a

schedu~e,

h'aicing untll people are dressed can really mess up
so riders should be encouraged to oe ready when the

5.5lold., p.

4o.
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bus cornese

The bus should be on a :::;chedule to arrive ccCj+v the church

between 9:30 and 9:45A.M. and leave the church between 12:15 and

J-2:30 as .services are over for Sunday morning
schedule for other

services~

e>ervices, and a similar

CEl_re should be taken to get all the

riders on the proper buses by the Director or assistant.

Children and Worshin Services.
Americans are very consciov.s about their children
school and learning all they can.

in

But care about their

to

lmo1:1 the truth of God is often absent and church is viewed a.s a

nclub 11 for those \•Jho care for that sort of thing.
;,vho are

'l'here are lJarents

e willing for their children to attend Sunday school,

v1e0kday club activities, or vacation Bible school, but often
no need for them to attend worship services exc

see

on special occasions.

Quite often 1:Jhen the husband and f<=J.ther come.s to a_ commitment of Christ,
then he thinks in terms of family vJOrship et lea.st on
These }Ja i;tern~:.o of thinking affect a bus

and cau.ses church

peo}Jle to think seriously of an alternative solution to the nev1 children
attending vmr.ship .servicese

This is especially true v.rhen the worshiper.s

are feeling uncomfortable becauGe of noir::;e made by children

the

services.
Alternative: children's church*

churche.s have begun to have

one or more graded worship services and .some people are quite convinced
that this is the best solution.

The graded worship service attempts

to conduct 1:JON3hi}J in another 1oca tion at the chi1d 1 s level.

In some
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churches the children stay in the sanctuary until time for the sermon
and then the children from sixth grade dovm are removed because they
feel the sermon is not intended for "little people.,n

Also, parents

(adults) are often in favor of this because they say they get more out
of the services (or the sermon) when they aren't bothered by the children ..
The ltey to a successful children's church is an outstanding and dedicated
leader, trained in involving children..

Most churches have great diffi-

culty securing such a person even though they may have money to hire
someone.

Sometimes the pastor's wife is volunteered for the job or

another v1oman in the church.,

Experience shmvs that the elected leader

may faithfully do the task, while at the same time his or her heart's
desire is to be in the regular worship service with the other people of
the congregation.,
Alterna t,i ve: adp,l:.ti v,e pare_n,t!!,..

While the graded Horship service

(children's church) seems attractive to the unchurched families and there
are parents ;.;ho say they \vould rather relax and concentrate on the
service knowing that their children are being taught to 1vorsh:i.p in
another part of the building, probably by far the best solution is
termed "adoptive parents .. "

And a second consideration is that many

church leaders have started graded worship services and they now \vish
they could do away with them ..
The idea of gre.ded worship services has come as a relatively
recent development and represents an idea that children are unable to
v/Orship properly in a regular service of worship.

Ephesians 6:4 reads,

"And, fathers, do not provoke your children to anger, but bring them
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up in the discipline and in.struction of the Lorde rr

For over 1900 cEm-

turies Christian.s he.ve believed that the parents 1 and especially the
father, had the responsibility to teach their children and train them
to vwrship almoc.c;t from infancy e

In our age of SlJecializa tion 1t.re would

seem to expect and desire that everything is best done by the
even training children to vwrship the I.ord!
011

tl1e fc1i th from

to

Yet God's method for passing
has not

6: 1+-9 readc:;:
dear, 0 Israel! The Lord is our God, the I.ord i.s one!
fmd you shall love the Lord you God v:ith all your heart and
with all your soul and v1i th all your mighL And the.se words
which I am commanding you today, shall be on you heart; and
you shall teach them diligen
to your .sons and shall talk
of them when you sit in your house and vlhen you \·Jalk
the
1-ray and when you lie down and v1hen you rise upo And yov. shall
bind tb.em as a
on yo11T ho.nd and tl1e~r sb_a.ll be as frontals
on your forehec:u:i® And you c3hall 1·1ri te them on the doorposts of
your house and on your gates.
Althoue;h

1:Je

do not have to practice all the Jewish customs, as the

nev'! Israel of God the moral command for family
effect o

is :still in

Children from earliest childhood r;hould be trained
to worship God.

Although

their

may not understa!1d fully every-

thing that is <:oa:i.d in a worship service, they certainly can be taught
to worship at ages 2 1

5, 8, or 12 (and others in between) and this

should be done by the parents, especially the father.

Parents vrho

don't want to be bothered by their children are

they don't

w:mt to be bothered \·lith God's command to traj_n their children.
Sunday school, and vJeekday

cl11bs~

can only

assi~-,t

responsibility to bring their children up

the
11

The

in their

in the Lord."
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The mo:.:nii_lg :::m.d evening vwrship service are the central activity
of the church.

All other activities revolve around theE3e including

Sunday school as the major teaching activity and arm of discipling.
Children cJho are taken home after Sunday school are being denied the
major work of the
are

dic.~ruptive.

church~

Yet it is true that children without parentrs

The solution is simple!

should become nadoptive

People 1.·1ho attend regularly

n for cne or more children and sit

\-Ji th them during 1:1orship services nc; if they vJere their oHn cf'_ildren.
11

c;hould alc;o

the family of these child-

ren, making friendc; 1.dth them and

to v1in them to the Lord and
lec;sened in services and

lS

children learn to

~orship

in the

the whole family belongs in

in a family

, for

services together.

CONCJ~USION

l'fadras I<'ree Hethodist Church vias ready to begin a Bus
in 1976 ·vihich could be of grei..d:; success if doEe properly and 1tJi th the
full cooperation of the 1:1hole churche

~ he

1

purpose was evan-

ge1istic outreach and this 1;1as one of the best means of reaching many
of the people in the area with the Gospel.

Severnl things were necessary

for it to succeed and they could be summed up by soying that it is
necessary for the v1hole church to believe in this ministry.

Certa:Lnly

the Director of the Bus Hinistry vJOu1d be a. key person in its success
as \·wuld be the Bus Captains.
'cJou1d

al~;o

be vital, as Hell.

And all the other helpers a.nd Horkers
And tbe preparatim1 of the Sundny school

and church services to receive a number of new

:is also

vital.,

in the

Since the purpose of

souls

leader's minds it. should be a success, if
that two buses be secured

seemed

begin in the

was

entered into.,
, and that the

'fhis would shm-1 that :f.1e.dras Ji'ree

a church that

cared~

and one that wanted to gro'.v"'

It

CH.I\.PTER VI
SID1Mr'i.RY AND CONCUJSICN

and the church from an

concern, and then to

based on church
tion and clear cut
any pm.,rer..

the

to this project has been to

The

Without a sense of direc=

, a church is like a

in the

Someone at the helm makes no

not

some

the water..

It is

\•Ia ter

\vi thout

because the

is

and will be buffeted about

whenever a storm arises.,

is the church UP.able to make any head-

way in

for the

and

of

but without any kind

'~

movement it is open to external forces

upon it.,

Therefore it has been one purpose of this study to bring to bear upon
the 11adras

some
and others

of church growth so the

this

may :find success in their task.,
, and future of the person

involves the
snved, and not
knovlledge of Jesus Christ..
the
and He

decision of coming into a

the

of the Holy

Applying Christ to a person 1 s life
process~

is a

God is a holy God

holiness of life for all who would become His
:2 and :Matthew

5:48)..

that the

He has

becomes \·:holly sanctified through the

of the blo<.1d of Christ

to cleanse all sin from the believer and through the
Holy

so the person amy continue to live

of the
to God and

the attacks of the
Jamec; 4:7--S)o

ek:iel

But salvation is not

physical life in this

11

as we live a

e as

body of dea thn (Romans 7

and

and ReYelation 2:10).,

So the 'vvord of God needs proper and continued

in order to

ultimate victory over sin and death for each person saved .so th9.t
the ultimate

is .finally reached as eternal glory is entered

death~

Sine e evangeli:3m

i~-,

the life blood of the church! the Hhole program

of the dmrch should be focused on evangelism as priori
Jefferson County had more than 6,000
or religious organization whatever..

who Here related to no church
This was about

population of the county which was
in the decade of the seventies.

number oneo

70

per cent of the

of Oregon and the Hest coast

l\ladras Free Methodist Church vms not

organized to reach its community for Chri:3t

to church

Class I workers, those spending their time and energy in
n of the church 1 \Jere \'Jell above
workers of the congreGation.

per cent of the

Class I I workers, those

their

time and energy in noutreach 11 for the church, were fc 1der than five }Jer
cent of the workers of the congregation#

In order to begin

least ten per cent of the v1orkers must be in "outreach. n

, at

P:eobably the

primary means of motivating the congregation to e,:;;tablish the
of outreach vJOuld be the administrative

of the pa:.o-cor.

He would

need to train concerned people how to lead other people to Christ and
challenge them to accept positions in a ministry of outreach.
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Part of this task \vould be the bringing about of attitude changes
among the church membership.

High membership standards should be seen

c
a.C)
an asset in reaching people· for Christ in.stead of a

factor

in church growth because people want to be saved from their sins, not
encouraged in

them~

A second change needed cvould be to include lov1er

income people in the leadership of the church because people are attracted
to a body that includes i;heir "kind of peoplec 11

The

gro~;;th

potential in ,Jefferson county was among the poorer or
people®

clascs of

The church had a nnatural barrier" to growth becauoe most of

the congregation and nearly all of the

<·;as made up of the

business and professional class of peoplee
The most effective way of crossing this barrier to growth vwuld
be to begin a successful bus mini.strye

This would bring into the church

a large group of poorer or v1orking class people v1ho would then identify
readily \vi th each other making the church able to keep this group of
people instead of losing them in a fe1·1 months
through lack of fellowship.
begin the bus

mini~-:itry,

unintential exclusion

Even though the

the resistance to these

ing a part of the church will focus in the

meeting voted to
11

kinds of peoplen becom-Only

a sus-

stained leadership of the pastor and other church leaders who believe in
the Great Commiss:i.on meaning

11

all people 11 will this barrier to grm·Jth

be crossed over effectively.
'I'he Church Growth Committee had set some challenging but reachable
goals for increased attendance, but this ,,rould necessitate some changes
at minimal coste

Such changes and grmvth v10uld be according to God's calling¢
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Smaller Communi ties Services Prograrl.l· Jefferson County Oregon.
Salem: State of Oregon, Department of Employment, 1969.
Tippett, Alan R. Church Grmvth and the !:lord.
B. Eerdmans Publishing Compa;:y:- 1S70:-History of the HcQu~ Stri,E•
Indian Reservation, 1972.

Grand Rapids: Vlilliam

Tribal Council of the i:farm Spr:Lngs

B. ARTIClES AND PAPERS
CrO\·J, Charles. 1 'Automa tice Growth •
Growth America, Volume I, Number
for American Church Gro1:1th~
Green, Joseph H.
unknown.
11

11

5.

Does It Happen,"
Arcadia: The Insb.tute

Principles of Management for the Pastor,

11

source

Facts About IvJa.dras and Jefferson Count.;;,-." coi'J 1 n.L:::cl
Jefferson County Chamber of Commerce, 1976.

nThe Comprehensive I.and Use Plan, i'ladras, Oregon,"
of HadraD, City Hall, 1973.

from the City.

11

Jviadras, An Oregon Community Profile, 11 (a labor analysis sheet)
Salem: Oregon Department of Economtc Development.

11

FactG About rladras and Jefferson County'
1976.

If

Chamber of Commerce,

Office of cTefferson County .School District 509J 1 Hadras.
ncertificate of FiliEg and Recording Articles of Incorporation,
dated October l, 1907.

11

"\Jarrenty Deed, 11 showing Jvladras .Free Methodist Church buyine; the
east h.alf of lots 1 i:'" 2, block
, for
• , dated September 3,
1917.
"Vlarranty Deed 11 shm-Jing Hadras Free Hethodist Church buying the north
fifteen feet of Lot 3, block 32, for
• , dated April 15, 191+3.

